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ALTA-AURELIA SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
PURPOSE OF THIS BOOKLET
The purpose of this booklet is to acquaint students with the subject offerings of Alta-Aurelia High School
and to provide information, which will assist in the selection of classes by students at the time of
registration. Belinda Shea, our counselor, is available to students and their parents in the matter of
selection of subjects.
CLASS LOAD
The minimum class load is 7.5 credits.

REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
(54 credits)
English
8 credits (English 1, English 2, and Composition or Career and Technical Writing
required)
Science
6 credits (Physical Science and Biology required)
Mathematics
6 credits
Social Studies
6 credits (Geography, American History, and Government required)
Computers
1 credit
Fine Arts
2 credits (Choir, Band, or Art)
Vocational
3 credits (Business, Family & Consumer Science, Industrial Tech, or Ag)
Physical Education 4 credits
Health
2 credit
Personal Finance
1 credit
Electives
15 credits
REQUIREMENTS PER GRADE LEVEL
9TH GRADE
Geography
English 1
Physical Science
PE
Algebra 1 or Extended Algebra 1
10th GRADE
English 2
Biology
PE
Health
11th GRADE
PE.
Beginning with 9th grade 2019-2020 school year, American History 2 will be required as juniors.
12th GRADE
Government
Personal Finance
PE
Composition or Career and Technical Writin
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DROP POLICY
Only students taking more than the minimum load (7.5 credits) may drop a course. A course that is
dropped before the end of the first nine weeks of a reporting period of a semester will be recorded on
the permanent record as a withdrawal. This will not affect their grade point average. All courses that
are dropped during the second nine weeks of a semester, except those that are dropped for medical
reasons, will be recorded as an “F” and will be figured into the student’s grade point average. A student
may not drop a required course. Those courses are as follows: English I, English II, Composition or
Career and Technical Writing, Geography 1, American History II, Government, Physical Science, and
Biology, and Personal Finance.
* See Alta-Aurelia College Class Policies for information on dropping a college course.
Students may change their schedule during the first 5 days of classes.
REGISTRATION AND SCHEDULING PROCEDURES
Students may make schedule changes until final schedules are handed out at registration. Changes
made after a student’s final schedule is distributed will be subject to the following conditions:
1. School error
2. Graduation or entrance requirements not met
3. School personnel recommendation
4. Class dropped by school
5. Balance section – move from larger to smaller
EARLY GRADUATION
Early graduation will be permitted upon completion of the following criteria:
1. Formal written request by parents and student to administration prior to October 1st of the school
year the student intends to graduate. The request shall have the reasons for early graduation and
a plan for what the student is going to pursue after graduation.
2. Meeting all state requirements.
3. Meeting all local requirements.
If a student is interested in early graduation, they should begin planning no later than their sophomore
year. If early graduation is granted, the student may take part in graduation ceremonies or have their
diploma mailed to them.
COLLEGE COURSES
College courses are sometimes taught at Alta-Aurelia High School through Iowa Central Community
College. These courses vary from year to year. These classes are open to Juniors, Seniors and TAG
students. If you are interested in a particular class let the Guidance Counselor know when you register.
SENIOR YEAR PLUS
The Senior Year Plus Act is intended to promote rigorous academic pursuits and to provide a wider
variety of options to high school students by enabling TAG, eleventh and twelfth grade students to enroll
part time in nonsectarian courses in eligible post-secondary institutions of higher learning in Iowa. In
simple terms – a TAG student, junior or senior in high school has the option to attend a university,
college, community college or private institution that is eligible under the act.
For students enrolling under this act, tuition is authorized to be paid by the local school district. The
amount of tuition reimbursement for each separate course shall equal the lesser of the customary costs
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of tuition, textbooks, materials and fees directly related to the course taken or two hundred fifty dollars
($250).
In compliance with 281-IAC 22.6, if a student fails to complete a course, receive credit or receives a
failing grade in a course he/she is taking through senior year plus the student or parents must
reimburse the school district for the course, unless the course is considered a 28-E course.
Students may enroll in college courses, if they are proficient in Math, Science, and Reading.
Students may enroll in 24 college credits, per institution, per school year.
Students and/or parents interested in learning more about post-secondary credit while in high school
should contact the high school counselor.
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AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE
Agriscience
9-10
Year, Elective
The Introduction to Agriculture, Food, and Natural Resources course is intended to serve as an
introductory course that enables all students to have a variety of experiences that will provide an
overview of the fields of agricultural science and natural resources. In addition, students will understand
specific connections between their lessons, Supervised Agricultural Experience (SAE) and FFA
components that are important for the development of an informed agricultural education student.
Students will investigate, experiment, and learn about documenting a project, solving problems, and
communicating their solutions to their peers and members of the professional community. They will also
spend some time learning about FFA and what that organization has to offer student members.
Career & College Readiness: This course allows students to begin developing skills for their future
career. Those include critical thinking, problem solving, record keeping and teamwork. This introductory
course is one that students will build on when taking future agriculture courses. We also complete
several career summaries where students pick any career to research things such as what skills are
desired, how much education is required, what jobs are available, the job outlook in that career path,
etc.
Animal Science
10-11-12
Semester, Science Credit
In animal science students will gain an understanding of the animal science industry. We will study
animal cell structure and function, anatomy and physiology, and animal health. We will also cover proper
animal handling, nutrition, and genetics including animal reproduction. The main goal of this class is to
cover basic sciences and how it pertains to animal agriculture. Since we review some basic biology
principles it is recommended that students are at least enrolled in biology or have previously taken it.
Students will also document their Supervised Agricultural Experience (SAE) projects using a record book.
Career & College Readiness: This course encompasses the study of animal systems, including content
areas such as life processes, health, nutrition, genetics, management and processing, as applied to small
animals, livestock, dairy, horses and/or poultry. Students completing a program of study in this
pathway will demonstrate competence in the application of principles and techniques for the
development, application and management of animal systems in AFNR settings.
Principles of Crop Production
11-12
Semester, Elective
Dual Credit
AGA 852
3 College Credits
Prerequisite: Introduction to Agronomy/Soils
The course is the study of principles of plant, soil, and climate relationships and their impact on crop
production and animal food supply worldwide. Other topics covered are plant identification, anatomy
and growth, as well as tillage and planting, pest control, harvesting and storage.
Career and College Readiness: This course transfers into ICCC as 3 credits that can be applied to an
Associate’s Degree.
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Veterinary Science
11-12
Semester, Elective
Prerequisite- Animal Science
Veterinary Science covers terminology, body systems, clinical information, and hospital procedures. We
will also be learning about disorders, diseases, and different medicines. This class goes along with
content previously covered in animal science, but further in depth. Along with these concepts we will
cover animal management and career exploration.
Career and College Readiness: This course ties in a realistic preview of veterinary work and academics in
relation to learning about veterinary science. In this class students will cover multiple systems within the
body of an animal. As a part of the course we learn about actual cases a veterinarian may see in their line
of work and how that ties back to the material being covered.
Plant Science
10-11-12
Semester
Prerequisite: Agriscience
A foundation-level course that will teach students about the form and function of plant systems.
Students are immersed in inquiry-based exercises filled with activities, projects, and problems to teach
them plant concepts through laboratory and practical experiences. Student experiences will include the
study of plant anatomy and physiology, classification, and the fundamentals of production.
Career and College Readiness: This career pathway encompasses the study of plant life cycles,
classifications, functions, structures, reproduction, media and nutrients, as well as growth and
cultural practices through the study of crops, trees, shrubs and/or ornamental plants. Students
completing a program of study in this pathway will demonstrate competence in the application of
principles and techniques for the development, application and management of plant systems that can
be used in their own career.
Intro to Agricultural Business
11-12
Semester, Dual Credit
AGB 133
This course is an introduction to agribusiness management. It will emphasize the application of basic,
practical business management skills in marketing, demand analysis, forecasting, production, finance,
and leadership with a global perspective. It is a dual credit course through Iowa Central Community
College.
Career and College Readiness: This course transfers into ICCC as 3 credits that can be applied to an
Associate’s Degree
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Ag Leadership
11-12
Semester, Elective
This class will focus on post-high school career strategies for juniors and seniors. This class will strongly
promote leadership, teamwork and other “soft” skills. Students will work on identifying themselves as a
leader, creating job search resources and practicing their speaking skills. This class also will include
keeping up to date on current happenings in the agriculture industry.
Career and College Readiness: This course will emphasize practicing soft skills all employers are looking
for. Additional topics covered that relate to being career and college ready are resumes, cover letters,
preparing for a job interview, careers in the industry and identifying personal leadership styles. These
are all things that apply to students upon leaving high school and entering the next chapter in their
lives.
Survey of the Animal Industry
11-12
Semester, Dual Credit
Prerequisite: Animal Science
Introduces students to the various species and breeds of domestic animals and to create an
understanding of the principles of food animal production, product marketing, and issues confronting
the animal industry.
Career and College Readiness: This course transfers into ICCC as 3 credits that can be applied to an
Associate’s Degree. This course is also a direct transfer to Iowa State University, the land grant college
offering agriculturally related degrees in our state.
Introduction to Soils/Agronomy
10-11-12
Semester, Elective
This course covers agronomy, crop science and soil science with an emphasis on conservation
practices. This course utilizes resources from Iowa State University Extension and their Agronomy
department. The soils resources include some soil judging contest components and a series of local
watershed conservation lessons. Students will also work on their Supervised Agricultural Experience
project including, but not limited to, record keeping.
Course Outcomes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Define Integrated Pest Management and its importance
Identify basic crop scouting procedures
Describe corn and soybean plant growth and development
Investigate plant pathology, insects and disease
Identify common types of crop injuries
Determine how to manage plant diseases, insects, and weeds
Understanding pesticide resistance
Recognize human health and environmental degradation interacting with pesticides

Career & College Readiness: This course allows students to create an idea for their own piece of
precision conservation technology as well as study soil maps from locations all around our country. By
learning about soil and plant health students can apply the things they have learned in a career related
to plant or soil science. They can also gain understanding of how to properly raise successful plants in
their own lives on either a large or small scale, depending on their desire.
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Animal and Plant Biotechnology
11-12
Semester, Elective
Prerequisite: Agriscience and Plant Science
(Suggested: Biology and/or Chemistry)
This course is a specialization course in the CASE Program of Study that provides students with
experiences in industry appropriate applications of biotechnology related to plant and animal
agriculture. Students will complete hands-on activities, projects, and problems designed to build content
knowledge and technical skills in the field of biotechnology. Students are expected to become proficient
at biotechnological skills involving micropipetting, bacterial cultures and transformations,
electrophoresis, and polymerase chain reaction.
Units of study:
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction to Biotechnology
DNA Technologies
Proteins
Agricultural Biotechnology
Research Methods

Career and College Readiness: This course is largely inquiry-based and requires strong critical thinking
as well as problem solving skills. Being able to work through challenging problems is very applicable to
real world situations and this course is full of that.

ART
Art I
9-10-11-12
Year, Elective
Art I is a course that explores the Elements of Design while it provides a foundation of art mediums
through an exploration of multiple means of art making. Students will explore drawing, painting,
sculpture, and more while creating projects for each medium to showcase their understanding of each
material.
College and Career Readiness: This course helps to prepare students for future encounters with art and
design. Exposure to various artists and elements of art allow students to look at art more thoroughly and
critically.
Art II
10-11-12
Year, Elective
Prerequisite: Art I
Art II is a course that continues to explore the Elements of Design while it provides a foundation of art
mediums through an exploration of multiple means of art making. Students will explore drawing,
painting, printmaking, sculpture, and more while creating projects for each medium to showcase their
understanding of each material.
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College and Career Readiness: This course helps to prepare students for future encounters with art and
design. Exposure to various artists and elements of art allow students to look at art more thoroughly and
critically. Students also learn basic design elements, which can be applied to future projects, advertising,
etc.
Art III
11-12
Year, Elective
Prerequisite: Art II
Art III is a course that focuses on providing a foundation of the Principles of Design through an
exploration of multiple means of art making. Students will explore (both independently and together)
drawing, painting, printmaking, sculpture, and more while creating projects for each medium to
showcase their understanding of each material.
College and Career Readiness: This course helps to prepare students for future encounters with art and
design. Students will learn about the Principles of Design, which will allow them to make more successful
art and allow them to critique other art thoroughly.
Art IV
12
Year, Elective
Prerequisite: Art III, instructor approval
Art IV is a course that provides students with a more independent exploration of art mediums, while
focusing on the Elements and Principles of Design. Students will explore mediums while creating
projects in familiar and new mediums to them to showcase their understanding of varying material.
College and Career Readiness: This course helps to prepare students for future encounters with art and
design. Students practice applying the Principles of Design, which will allow them to make more
successful art and allow them to critique other art thoroughly.

BUSINESS
Business Math
11-12
Semester, Elective
3 credit hours from ICCC
BUS 112
Students apply basic mathematical skills used in personal and business operations. This course includes
fractions, decimals, percentages, trade and cash discounts, markups, markdowns, interest, depreciation,
investments, insurance, payroll, and annuities. Students will be able to calculate solutions to basic math
problems with and/or without the aid of a hand-held calculator.
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Student Learning Outcomes:
After completing this course, the student should be able to:
· Calculate decimal, fraction, and percent problems
· Compute interest-related problems
· Calculate and work with payroll
· Calculate and work with bank situations
· Calculate and work with credit and loan situations
Students will acquire fundamental math concepts that can be applied to personal and/or job-related
situations. Situations that the text provides represent real business situations that people in the
workforce deal with on an everyday basis. These math concepts will translate into careers found in the
business world, as well as everyday life situations as an employee and consumer.
.
Human Relations
11-12
Semester, Elective
3 credit hours from ICCC
BUS 161
Prerequisite: Intro to Business is highly suggested
This course introduces students to the importance of people skills and personal strategies needed for
anyone working in business today.
Student Learning Outcomes:
After completing this course, the student will be able to:
• Understand the nature of customer relationship management to show its contributions to a
company
• Foster self-understanding to recognize the impact of personal feelings on others.
• Develop personal traits to foster career advancement.
• Apply ethics to demonstrate trustworthiness.
• Exhibit techniques to manage emotional reactions to people and situations.
• Identify with others' feelings, needs, and concerns to enhance interpersonal relations.
• Use communication skills to foster open, honest communications.
• Manage stressful situations to minimize potential negative impact.
•
Implement teamwork techniques to accomplish goals.
• Employ leadership skills to achieve workplace objectives.
• Manage internal and external business relationships to foster positive interactions.
• Acquire self-development skills to enhance relationships and improve efficiency in the work
environment.
By focusing on working with others in a business setting – co-workers, consumers, and vendors, the
students will learn the dynamics occurring at every level of organizations by examining the people,
practices, and events that make the world of business what it is today and will be tomorrow. WIth a
diverse world, this course would be beneficial for any student wanting to understand more about
communication in the workplace and why it is important.
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Introduction to Accounting
11–12
Year, Elective
Students will receive instruction in analyzing and recording various business transactions and in
completing the accounting cycle by journalizing, posting, preparing worksheets, making adjusting and
closing entries, and preparing financial statements for service and merchandising
businesses. Instruction will be provided for accounting by using a petty cash fund, reconciling a bank
statement, and utilizing the cash short and over account; calculating and journalizing employees’
payroll; and calculating and journalizing employer payroll taxes. No previous accounting instruction is
necessary.
Student Learning Outcomes:
After completing this course, the student will be able to:
• Complete and explain the purpose of the various steps in the accounting cycle.
• Apply generally accepted accounting principles to determine the value of assets.
• Apply generally accepted accounting principles to determine the value of liabilities.
• Apply generally accepted accounting principles to determine the value of owner’s equity.
• Prepare, interpret, and analyze financial statements using manual and computerized systems for
service, merchandising, and manufacturing.
• Financial statement preparation and analysis.
•

Accounting is a great course for those looking to go into a business career in the future. Accounting
serves as one of the bases of the business world. This course can be beneficial for those wanting to own
their own business in the future as well.
Introduction to Business
11-12
Semester, Elective
3 credit hours from ICCC
BUS-102
This course is an introduction to the trends and opportunities in today’s dynamic business environment
surveying economics, global markets, social responsibility, ownership forms, entrepreneurship,
management organization, marketing, accounting and financial management. Students who are
interested in a career in business or want to further their knowledge of the business world would benefit
from this course.
Student Learning Outcomes:
After completing this course, the student will be able to:
• Understand the nature of customer relationship management to show its contributions to a
company
• Understand fundamental factors about entrepreneurship to recognize its role and importance in
the economy.
• Understand marketing's role and function in business to facilitate economic exchanges with
customers.
• Acquire foundational knowledge of customer/client/business behavior to understand what
motivates decision-making.
•
Understand the nature of business to show its contributions to society.
• Foster positive relationships with customers to enhance company image.
• Apply knowledge of business ownership to establish and continue business operations.
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Intro to Business is a great class to get students acclimated to different parts of the business world. This
would be a beneficial course for those wanting to go into a specific business category, such as
marketing, econ, and entrepreneurship while gaining a general base knowledge about different aspects
of the business world.
Business Communication
11-12 Semester
Elective 3 credit hours from ICCC
BUS-121
Prerequisite: Intro to Business and Human Relations are highly suggested
This course introduces students to the fundamental principles of business communications and provides
the opportunity to develop and practice communication skills; both written and oral. A simple three-step
writing process that works for all types of writing/speaking projects, for school and work, addresses the
strategies for today’s communication challenges, including the job search. Business communication
differs from personal and social communication in addressing business use of email, blogs, social
networks, podcasts, and other technologies professionally in marketing, servicing, and creating strong
business relationships.
Student Learning Outcomes:
After completing this course, the student will be able to:
• Apply verbal skills to obtain and convey information.
• Write internal and external business correspondence to convey and obtain information effectively.
• Use social media to communicate with a business's stakeholders.
• Foster positive relationships with customers to enhance company image.
• Use communication skills to foster open, honest communications.
• Utilize critical-thinking skills to determine best options/outcomes.
• Use communication skills to influence others.
This course is beneficial for those students wanting to refine their own communication while learning
about acceptable communication in the business world. This would be a great course for those going
into business, but also for students just wanting to find out more about types of communication found
in any and every workplace.
Personal Finance (Required for all Seniors)
12
Semester
Personal Finance is a required course for graduation that is designed to help students gain essential
knowledge and skills to make informed decisions about real world financial issues. Students will learn
how choices influence occupational options and future earning potential. Topics covered will include
income, money management, spending, credit, insurance, as well as saving and investing.
Student Learning Outcomes:
After completing this course, the student will be able to:
• Identify monetary resources and distribution options for those resources.
• Demonstrate an understanding of the concept of credit.
• Recognize various ways to save and the reasons individuals decide to save.
• Distinguish between appropriate spending choices.
• Evaluate long term investments.
• Measure risk management tools.
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Personal Finance focuses on subjects that people everywhere deal with on an everyday basis. The
subjects discussed in this course will give students knowledge about financial situations and decisions
they will encounter in their futures. Help yourself make more financially sound decisions.

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Computer Applications
9-10-11-12
Semester, Elective
Class limit: 16
This course is designed to refine student’s skills in using various computer applications. Students will
produce documents that can be used in their academic and personal activities. Upon completion
students will have acquired a basic understanding of Word, Excel, and PowerPoint. Students will be able
to edit and format different documents using these applications. We will also explore the differences
between the Microsoft and Google suites while creating documents using applications from both. This
class will also introduce the use of Photoshop, Movie Maker, Google Sites, and other applications used to
create and produce visual outputs.
Student Learning Outcomes:
After completing this course, the student will be able to:
• Students will build and strengthen communication and technological capabilities as it
relates to the effective use of word processing software.
• Students will build and strengthen communication and technological capabilities as it
relates to the effective use of spreadsheet software.
• Students will build and strengthen communication and technological capabilities as it
relates to the effective use of presentation software.
• Students will use different types of software to create multimedia documents.
This course introduces different applications and software that are used no matter the type of business
you work for. These applications could also be helpful in high school and college.
Photoshop
11-12
Semester, Elective
3 credit hours from ICCC
Limit: 16
CIS 255
Get a thorough grounding in Adobe Photoshop and Creative Suite, the must-have digital imaging
programs for today’s web and print designers. Hands-on projects include working with layers, making
selections, incorporating color technique, creating special effects with filters and more. Create complex
web graphics such as rollovers.
Student Learning Outcomes:
After completing this course, the student will be able to:
•
•
•
•

Use computerized layering techniques to apply special effects, filters and blending modes.
Define and apply the basic functions of pixel selection and panting and editing tools.
Use color correction technique to adjust for lightness, contrast, brightness, color saturation,
levels, curves, and color balance.
Utilize digital editing tools to manage layers, transform selections, and work with selection masks.
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•
•
•
•
•

Convert an image for monitor display and use on the World Wide Web.
Explain the difference between raster and vector graphics and the computer software appropriate
for each.
Combine multiple images into one composite digital representation.
Describe the ethical considerations involved in image manipulation and copyright.
Analyze and critique selected images for quality of design and proper use of color and
composition.

This class is a great introduction to the world of digital media. Photoshop is one of the most used
applications within the Graphic Design career field. Several projects within the class also relate to
promotion & advertising which pertain to Marketing.
Video Productions
11-12
Semester, Elective
Class limit: 12
Major Concepts/Content: The Introduction to Video Communications course is designed to provide
students with exploratory and investigative activities dealing with camera functions, filming techniques,
composition, non-linear/linear editing, and computer animation/graphics. Through a hands-on
approach student will learn the entire process of video/television production from initial filming to final
editing.
Major Instructional Activities: Students will work in a cooperative environment with their classmates in
order to produce video projects, which demonstrate understanding of the fundamentals of video
communication. Students will explore career opportunities in the video/television career field and will
also complete projects dealing with computer graphics.
Major Evaluative Techniques: Video, computer graphics, film projects will be evaluated for
completeness, neatness, and application of video communication concepts. Students will be required to
evaluate their work and recommend ideas for increasing the communication value of their work.
Complete individual participation in group projects is a requirement for success in this course.
Student Learning Outcomes:
After completing this course, the student will be able to:
• Evaluate current careers in the field of video communications.
• Complete video communication projects that demonstrate an understanding of the materials and
equipment used in video communication
• Apply the principles of filming, composition, and non-linear/linear editing and computer graphics
in order to effectively communicate using the video medium.
Video Production serves as an introduction to producing videos. This class is beneficial to those who
might be going into a mass media or communication major/career.
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FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCE
Basic Food Preparation
9-10-11-12
Semester, Elective
This class is for students of all grade levels and is a hands-on, learn-and-apply, type of class. This is the
first of two courses covering basic food preparation. Menu planning for lunches, table settings, and
etiquette will be incorporated into the curriculum where teams of students will prepare sauces, soups,
sandwiches, salads, and desserts. Proper, practical use of kitchen equipment will be introduced in this
class. Sanitary practices and food safety will also be taught. Students also learn teamwork skills while
preparing their foods. This class is a prerequisite for all other food classes.
Career Pathways: Chef, Food Scientist, Dietician, Nutritionist, Restaurant Manager, etc.
Advanced Food Preparation
9-10-11-12
Semester, Elective
Prerequisite: Basic Food Preparation
This class is for students of all grade levels and is a hands-on, learn-and-apply, type of class. This is the
second of two courses covering basic food preparation. Menu planning for dinners, table settings, and
etiquette will be incorporated into the curriculum where students will prepare quick breads, yeast
breads, main dishes, meats, and cakes. Sanitation and food safety will also be taught, as well as an
expanded use of kitchen equipment. Students also learn teamwork skills while preparing their foods.
Career Pathways: Chef, Food Scientist, Dietician, Nutritionist, Restaurant Manager, etc.
U.S. Regional Foods
9-10-11-12
Semester, Elective
Prerequisite: Basic Food Preparation
This one semester class will take a look at the variety of foods that are common to specific regions
within the United States. Students will learn how particular influences determine the foods eaten within a
geographical area. “Who are they, what do they eat, and how do they make it?” This class answers that
essential question. Cultural awareness will be enhanced as class members study the origins of specific
cooking methods and the herbs and spices used to create regional flavors. The areas of study will
include New England, New Orleans, Southwest, Southeast, the Rockies, the Appalachians, the tropics
(Florida/Hawaii), and of course, the Midwest! Measuring and preparing techniques are learned in a
hands-on, lab-type setting and students constantly practice table setting and proper dining etiquette.
Students will research, plan, prepare, and eat the food that is studied. Kitchen management and
organization are incorporated into this curriculum. Students also learn teamwork skills while preparing
their foods.
Career Pathways: Chef, Restaurant Manager, Grocery Manager, Farmer’s Market Manager, etc.
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Parenting
9-10-11-12
Semester, Elective
The purpose of this class is to increase self-understanding as well as to enhance student’s knowledge of
children and their age-appropriate behavior. The decision to parent and the responsibilities of
parenthood are discussed. This coursework teaches the environmental and hereditary influences during
prenatal development and details of the entire prenatal process. In addition, individual units cover the
various developmental stages from intellectual, physical, and emotional growth.
Career Pathways: Parent Educator, Child Life Specialist, Social Worker, Child Welfare Worker, Childcare
Center Director, etc.
Child Development
9-10-11-12
Semester, Elective
Child Development is a continuation of Parenting but no prior coursework is required before entrance
into this class. Child Development teaches the four areas of growth (physical, social, emotional, and
intellectual) with specific attention given to children between the ages of birth and age three.
Coursework emphasizes that an individual’s personality is almost completely established by the age of
two. Knowledge gained from this class will help lay a good groundwork for developing the potential in
children to its fullest capacity. Students will leave this course with a better understanding of infant and
toddler’s needs and patterns of development, as well as a better understanding of infant and toddler’s
needs and patterns of development, as well as a better understanding of their own personal
development.
Career Pathways: Parent Educator, Child Life Specialist, Social Worker, Child Welfare Worker, Childcare
Center Director, Teacher, etc.
Caring for Early Learners (CFEL)
9-10-11-12
Semester, Elective
This course is the third in a continuation of the Parenting and Child Development series. However, no
prior coursework is required before entrance into this class. Caring for Early Learners teaches the four
areas of growth (physical, social, emotional, and intellectual) with specific attention given to children
between the ages four through six. Special needs of children will be addressed as well as current social
issues and trends that children face. Safety and first aid for children will also be incorporated into this
curriculum. Field experience, in the form of babysitting, mentoring, or volunteerism, will be incorporated
AND required of these students.
Career Pathways: Parent Educator, Child Life Specialist, Social Worker, Child Welfare Worker, Childcare
Center Director, Teacher, etc.
Housing Design
9-10-11-12
Semester, Elective
Housing design is a class that specifically emphasizes the design elements and art principles and how
they apply to our homes. These design rules will be first applied to exterior housing styles where
students learn the history of housing and the origins of current American architecture. Color and its
importance in decorating is studied in depth and students also learn how balance, rhythm, line, etc. all
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play major roles in proper design. The course requires a portfolio where students will find examples to
demonstrate their understanding of the curriculum.
Career Pathways: Interior Designer, Architect, Graphic Designer, Design and Sales Associate, Furniture
Designer, etc.
Home Decor
9-10-11-12
Semester, Elective
Students enrolled in this course will continue their in-depth studies of interior design and deal
specifically with furniture styles, floor/wall/ceiling décor, and floor planning. The essential question for
students is ‘how do I get the look I like?” Developing personal decorating tastes and styles and acquiring
decorating skills will be class objectives. Furniture selection and placement will be a part of this one
semester curriculum. A binder portfolio will be required as part of the course work. Actual paint and
fabric swatches and flooring samples will be utilized to help students recognize and describe various
options available in today’s décor. Housing Design is not a prerequisite, but is highly recommended.
Career Pathways: Interior Decorator, Furniture Sales, Housing Design Consultant, etc.
Independent Living
11-12
Semester, Elective
The course is designed to prepare high schoolers for life on their own. The curriculum is generated by
the students themselves. It is based on their needs and interests. Parental input inspired the need for
this course. Typical curriculum includes knowledge of apartment contracts, personal safety, basic food
preparation, meal planning, clothing care, etc. Independent Living would be most beneficial for Juniors
and Seniors.
Career Pathways: Realtor, Tailor, Chef, Social Worker, Therapist, Public Health, etc.
Creative Sewing
9-10-11-12
Semester, Elective
This course is designed to teach students the basics of sewing. Content might include pivoting, straightstitching, velcro, buttons, zippers and more. Overall, students will be able to understand how to use a
sewing machine, sewing tools, and hand sew. Students will not only create several take-home projects
for themselves, but will also have the opportunity to create a service project to give out locally.
Opportunities to mend clothing and other textiles might occur to provide students the experience of
using their new skills to be a wise consumer. No prior skills are necessarily, however students are
encouraged to be willing to create!
Career Pathways: Tailor, Apparel Designer, Apparel Merchandiser, Textile Designer, and Patternmaker
Advanced Sewing
9-10-11-12
Semester, Elective
Prerequisite: Creative Sewing
This course is a continuation of Creative Sewing. Students will carry on with their sewing skills by
discovering pattern reading in both quilts and apparels. The opportunity to learn fine needle arts such as
embroidery, wool applique, and cross-stitching will be available. Students will not only create several
take-home projects for themselves, but will also have the opportunity to create a service project to give
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out locally. Textile science will also be added into this course to help students understand what
materials are for what project. Throughout this course students will discover the art of sewing and
challenge themselves to reach a higher level of skill.
Career Pathways: Tailor, Apparel Designer, Apparel Merchandiser, Textile Designer, and Patternmaker

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
Spanish I
9-10-11-12
Year, Elective
Emphasis is on language acquisition with the goal of communicating in a global society. The focus will
be on acquiring high-frequency word structures through listening and reading. Beginning speaking and
writing skills will also be developed. The course will be based on a combination of stories, in-class notes,
making use of readings, songs, computer programs, and games to bring the Latin culture into the
classroom. Classes will be conducted in Spanish and English. A minimum of a “C-” must be earned in the
1st semester in order to continue with this course in the 2nd semester. Active participation is required.
Spanish II
10-11-12
Year, Elective
Prerequisite: C- or better in Spanish I
This level includes those students who have completed the Spanish I program. Culture and current
events concerning the Hispanic people will be discussed. Students will write and tell stories as well as act
them out in class. Short stories and novels will be read and discussed in class. Classes will be conducted
in Spanish with explanations in English as needed. A minimum of a “C-” must be earned in the 1st
semester in order to continue with this course in the 2nd semester.
Spanish III
11-12
Year, Elective
Prerequisite: C- in Spanish II
This course continues and expands upon the skills of speaking, listening, reading, and writing. Students
will read stories and some literature, as well as continue the storytelling begun in Spanish II. Classes are
conducted in Spanish. The formal study of grammar will be conducted in English. A minimum of a “C-”
must be earned in the 1st semester in order to continue with this course in the 2nd semester.
Spanish IV
12
Year, Elective
Prerequisite: C- in Spanish III
This course is a continuation of the work begun in Spanish III. Student’s language and grammar growth,
as well as cultural understanding through literature, current media and conversation, are emphasized.
Almost all discussions and written work are in Spanish. A minimum of a “C-” must be earned in the 1st
semester in order to continue with this course in the 2nd semester.
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HEALTH
Health
10, Year Required
Health includes the development, delivery, and evaluation of a planned instructional program and other
activities for students. It is designed to influence the health knowledge, attitudes, and skills of the
students. The health education curriculum will involve the identification of specific units for the health
education classroom describing content, learning activities, and evaluation activities; and the
coordination and integration of health content with other subject matter areas.

INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY
The Industrial Tech courses are designed to give the ambitious student a working knowledge of salable
skills in the basic industries of our society today. The student is encouraged to enroll in math and
science courses which will assist him or her in the Industrial Technology courses. Textbook readings,
classroom discussion, and written assignments are important parts of the course as well as actual
industrial work in the laboratory. If a student is interested in entering the “world of work” immediately
after graduation or entering a vocational/technical school or a four-year college, Industrial Education
courses will be a very valuable part of the student’s high school education.

Computer Aided Drafting-CAD Courses
INTRO TO HIGH SCHOOL CAD
9-10-11-12
Semester, Elective
Intro to High School CAD is the basic study of the procedures and practices used in the drafting industry.
Students will learn basic commands in Computer Aided Drafting (CAD) using an industrial grade program
named AutoCAD. Intro to High School CAD is required for students who plan on taking Advanced Woods
Technology and Welding Fabrication, industrial technology courses.
ARCHITECTURAL CAD
9-10-11-12
Semester, Elective
Prerequisite: Intro to High School CAD
Architectural CAD is the study of residential building design. Students will learn residential engineering
by completing units of study on surveying and field notes, plots and maps, contour mapping and cut and
fill charts. Students will learn about what is needed in a residential building design and how to create
blueprints using the computer aided drafting system.
Woods Courses
WOODS TECHNOLOGY
9-10-11-12
Semester, Elective
Prerequisite: Intro to High School CAD
Students will construct a project from a predetermined project list, which will incorporate the application
of hand tools, portable tools and stationary tools used in cabinet manufacturing and the construction
trades. Measuring skills, and applied math will be emphasized. Problem solving skills acquired in this
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class will carry over to other construction manufacturing and engineering experiences. This course will
cover the applications of woods in our society, design planning, finishes and finish applications. First
time students at Alta – Aurelia High School taking Woods Technology will be required to construct a
predetermined project. The project must be furniture grade quality and will include: Blueprints, Bill of
Material and a Cut List. The predetermined project is designed to enhance the student's knowledge on
how to properly: design, construct, sand and apply finished to a woods project.
*(Students who finish their project early may construct their own furniture grade project if time allows.)
ADVANCED WOODS TECHNOLOGY
9-10-11-12
Semester, Elective
Prerequisite: Intro to High School CAD and Woods Technology
This course will have similar course content as Woods Technology. Students will employ more
production and build their competencies to a job entry or high skill level. Students must produce their
own project which must include a set of Blueprints, Bill of Materials, and Cut Sheet.
ADVANCED WOODS TECHNOLOGY / BASIC WOODWORKING
11-12
Semester, Elective
3 Credit Hours from ICCC
CON 307
Prerequisite: Intro to High School CAD and Woods Technology
The students will spend time constructing cabinets using various joint techniques. Safe tool operation
and proper tool use will be emphasized. This course will give the students a basic knowledge of
calculating, selecting, and using different types of cabinet material.
Manufacturing Courses
INTRO TO WELDING
9-10-11-12
Semester, Elective
The Beginning Welding course offers students instruction in flat and horizontal position welding. The
welding process covers Shielded Metal Arc Welding, Gas Metal Arc Welding, Oxy-Acetylene cutting and
welding, braze welding, plasma arc cutting, and Gas Tungsten Arc Welding.
WELDING FABRICATION
9-10-11-12
Semester, Elective
Prerequisite: Intro to High School CAD and Intro to Welding
The reading and interpretation of welding prints will be covered as students will use their welding skills
they have developed in previous welding courses and apply them to fabricate a project or projects.
Students must produce their own project which must include a set of Blueprints, Bill of Materials, and
Cut Sheet. Projects will be done individually or in small groups. CNC Plasma Table operation can be
incorporated into projects.
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BEGINNING WELDING
11-12
Semester, Elective
3 Credit Hours from ICCC
WEL 122
The Beginning Welding course offers students instruction in flat and horizontal position welding. The
welding process covers Shielded Metal Arc Welding, Gas Metal Arc Welding, Oxy-Acetylene cutting and
welding, braze welding, plasma arc cutting, and Gas Tungsten Arc Welding.
Combustion Engine Technology Courses
POWER MECHANICS
9-10-11-12
Semester, Elective
This course is for students interested in learning more about the operation, care, adjustment, and repair
of small power equipment. Small gas powered engines will be furnished for beginning lab exercises.
Later in the semester individuals may bring small engines and motors from home for repair and
maintenance.
Electrical Technology
Electrical Fundamentals
9-10-11-12
Semester, Elective
Electrical Fundamentals is designed to develop a background of electrical knowledge for students
wanting to pursue occupations in the study of science, physics, automotive, industry, maintenance, or
construction. Students will gain the knowledge of electricity by using electrical equipment, electronic
components and operating multi-meters while controlling electrical flow in a lab situation. Students will
learn how to calculate electrical usage using Ohm’s Law of both Direct and Alternating Current circuits.
Students will also complete a core of lab experiments. If time permits, students will experience basic
residential wiring fundamentals in a lab situation of a simple room, as well as repairing house hold
fixtures. Finally, students will become literate consumer shoppers by knowing the difference between
electrical components as simple as light switches and fixtures or as complex as 3 phase electrical
motors used to operate large machinery and Industry setups.
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LANGUAGE ARTS
English I
9
Year, Required
English 1 is an introductory high school course that spans four areas: the writing process, academic
writing, short stories, and novel units. The writing process provides instruction on how to find, develop,
organize, and write effectively. Academic writing introduces the students to a variety of essays that
utilize the writing process and require academic research. Short stories and novel units expose the
students to fiction and nonfiction. The students will be exposed to a variety of literary devices and
reading techniques to further advance their reading skills.
College and Career Readiness: English 1 helps students with writing, reading, and speaking. These skills
are essential for success in the college environment and careers of choice.
English II
10
Year, Required
English 2 builds on English 1 with a review of the writing process, writing academic papers, short stories,
and novel units. The students are exposed to a variety of literature, literary devices, novels, plays, and
papers necessary for success in school.
College and Career Readiness: English 2 continues to help students with writing, reading, and speaking.
These skills are essential for success in the college environment and careers of choice.
Genre Reading
10-11-12
Semester, Elective
This course is designed to give students choice and to help them find a passion for reading. Each
student will choose their own books under the parameters of select genres. This class will entail not
only independent reading, but also group discussions. Students will answer questions about their
reading and write book reviews over the novels they choose. Comparing two different mediums of the
same story as well as digging into the censorship of books will also be included.
College and Career Readiness: Regardless of the career one chooses, reading will always be an essential
skill. This class sets up students for success when it comes to being better readers, and allows students
to make connections between literature and the world around them.
Advanced Novels
11-12
Semester, Elective
Prerequisite- Novels
Advanced Novels is an intensive reading class designed for readers who enjoy reading and literary
analysis. This course will cover more material at a faster rate than Novels 1 (Genre Reading) and
challenge the students to read material they may not have chosen on their own. Each novel will have a
different project (debate, essay, pamphlet, etc.) to assess their understanding. This course is designed
for college bound students.
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College and Career Readiness: Regardless of the path one chooses, reading will always be an essential
skill. This class asks students to dig deeper into the texts and analyze themes, character motives, plot
structure, and more. The analysis skills taught will help them be stronger students in all areas
Literature
11-12
Year, Elective
This course is designed to expose students to different literary genres centered around a theme. Over
the course of a year, the students will cover six collections of literature: Chasing Success; Gender Roles;
Voices of Protest; Seeking Justice, Seeking Peace; Taking Risks; and Finding Ourselves in
Nature. Throughout each collection, students will encounter a variety of texts, including prose, poetry,
non-fiction, documentaries, and drama. Each of the collections contains historical as well as
contemporary selections that help readers build their knowledge and reading skills. Gaining knowledge
and understanding of academic vocabulary is also a focus for this class.
English III
11-12
Semester, Elective
Prerequisite: English I, English II
This semester long course is designed to help build a foundation of writing that includes becoming
familiar with and utilizing MLA, APA, and Turabian citation styles, narrative writing, and a project that
helps our students see the importance of community service.
Communications I
10-11-12
Semester, Elective
The first few weeks the student learns the fundamental of speaking (i.e. controlling fear, critiquing
classmates’ speeches, preparing introductions and conclusions; etc.). After performing a few
fundamental speeches, the student will spend the rest of the semester preparing, presenting, and
critiquing a wide range of speeches. .Some of the speeches require little preparation and are aimed at
improving delivery, while other speeches involve several days of preparation and are assigned to
enhance research and organizational skills. Speeches include debate, persuasive, informational, improve,
and special occasion speeches.
College and Career Readiness: Communications 1 is a course designed to help students present
information in a vocal format that will help students with public speaking in both college and career
environments.
Communications 2
10-11-12
Semester, Elective
Prerequisite: Communications I; sophomores must have instructor approval
Communications 2 is a two-fold course; one half of the content is devoted to platform speaking and the
other half is devoted to drama. The student is challenged with speaking situations more advanced than
the speeches assigned in Communications I. On completion of this course, the student will feel confident
in his communicative skills and will understand the essential qualities involved in becoming an excellent
public speaker. Students will perform in a variety of acting scenes and platform speeches.
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College and Career Readiness: Communications 2 is a course designed to help students present
information in a vocal format that will help students with public speaking in both college and career
environments.
12th grade students must take Composition or Career and Technical Writing.
Senior Composition
12
Semester, Required
Composition builds on the fundamentals of writing covered in English I and English II courses. The
writing required in this class is rigorous and geared toward the college-bound student. The student
prepares a narrative essay as well as several research-based expository papers: compare/contrast essay,
cause and effect essay, argument essay, informative research essay, and literary analysis essay. Each
writing assignment includes peer and teacher feedback and the opportunity for revisions. Shorter
writing assignments and reflective questions will help prepare the student for writing in college.
Career and Technical Writing (formerly known as Creative Writing)
Grade 12
Semester, Required
This semester long course builds on the fundamentals of writing covered in English I and English II and
is geared toward those who plan to attend a two-year community college or tech school or enter the
workforce.
College and Career Readiness: The writing required in this class will help students prepare for academic
writing they will encounter in college as well as real-world types of writing such as blogs, newspaper
articles, formal emails, thank-you notes, and incident reports. Students will also be introduced to writing
scholarship essays.

MATHEMATICS
Extended Algebra I and Extended Algebra II9-10-11-12
Year(Each class is a year), Elective
Students will:
• Interpret the structure of Algebraic Expressions
•

Write expressions in equivalent forms to solve problems

•

Understand solving equations as a process

•

Solve equations and inequalities in one variable

•

Represent equations and inequalities graphically

•

Create functions to illustrate the relationship between units

•

Analyze functions with different representations in terms of context

College and career readiness: Algebra equips students with a foundation for mathematical
representation, reasoning, interpretation, and analysis. These skills pave the way for studies within a
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wide range of fields such as business, fitness, engineering, architecture, medicine cooking, electricity,
and systems analysis.
Algebra I
9-10-11-12
Year, Elective
Students will:
• Interpret the structure of Algebraic Expressions
•

Write expressions in equivalent forms to solve problems

•

Understand solving equations as a process

•

Solve equations and inequalities in one variable

•

Solve systems of equations

•

Represent equations and inequalities graphically

•

Perform arithmetic operations on polynomial expressions

•

Understand the relationship between factors of polynomials and zeroes of a function

•

Create functions to illustrate the relationship between units

•

Analyze functions with different representations in terms of context

College and career readiness: Algebra equips students with a foundation for mathematical
representation, reasoning, interpretation, and analysis. These skills pave the way for studies within a
wide range of fields such as business, fitness, engineering, architecture, medicine cooking, electricity,
and systems analysis.
Algebra II
10-11-12
Year, Elective
Prerequisite: Algebra I
Students Will:
•

Interpret the structure of Algebraic Expressions

•

Write expressions in equivalent forms to solve problems

•

Understand solving equations as a process

•

Solve equations and inequalities in one variable

•

Solve systems of equations

•

Represent equations and inequalities graphically

•

Perform arithmetic operations on polynomial expressions
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•

Understand the relationship between factors of polynomials and zeroes of a function

•

Create functions to illustrate the relationship between units

•

Analyze functions with different representations in terms of context

•

Rewrite rational expressions

•

Construct and compare linear, quadratic, and exponential models and solve problems.

•

Interpret expressions for functions in terms of the situation they model.

College and career readiness: Algebra equips students with a foundation for mathematical
representation, reasoning, interpretation, and analysis. These skills pave the way for studies within a
wide range of fields such as business, fitness, engineering, architecture, medicine cooking, electricity,
and systems analysis
Geometry
10-11-12
Year, Elective
Prerequisite: Algebra I or Instructor Approval
Geometry will foster logical and sequential thinking through learning basic geometry concepts,
constructing congruence proofs using several geometric theorems. Students will also explore similarity
of shapes using ratios and proportions. Students will also explore the area and volume several different
two and three dimension shapes and how these skills can be put to work in making business and personal
decisions outside of the classroom. These skills will be very valuable not only on a geometry level but also
problem solving in a logical manner.
Advanced Algebra and Trigonometry
11-12
Year, Elective
Prerequisite: A letter grade of C or better in Algebra II
This course culminates the process of learning the fundamental skills of Algebra, Geometry, and
Trigonometry. Students will analyze and graph advanced functions of quadratics and polynomial functions
as well as higher degree functions. We will explore how equations help to explain the physical world around
us such as the flight of a ball in the air. Trigonometric functions, exponential and logarithmic functions
also will be dissected to see its place in our life. Several word problems on each section will be explored,
giving real world relevance to concepts being discussed. Graphing calculators/apps. will be used when
applicable to enhance material in text. This class will most likely be a prerequisite to students looking to
pursue a math, business, science, electricians, etc. degrees at the college level.
Calculus
12
Year, Elective
Prerequisite: Advanced Algebra & Trigonometry
After a quick review of pre-calculus/advanced algebra skills, students will be introduced to Calculus with
discussions of limits. Next the study of instantaneous rate of change such as an accelerating cars or the
speed of falling object will be explored using differentiation. This class will greatly help the student that
has college plans for engineering, math teacher and other math related careers.
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Probability/Statistics
11-12
Year, Elective
Prerequisite: Algebra II
Students will learn basic statistical methods and utilize them to analyze data. Developing surveys to collect
data that will be analyzed for inferencing will be a major focus. Conditional probability, rules of
probability, expected values confidence intervals and binomial statistical analysis are key concepts of this
class. Interpreting data using these skills and concepts will be used throughout this year. The ability to
master these concepts will be a great asset when continuing in the medical, science, nursing, actuarial
studies and math majors.
Consumer Mathematics
11-12
Year, Elective
Prerequisite: Algebra I
In consumer math students will have the opportunity to see how basic math concepts are used in life
beyond school. Shopping comparisons, buying a house, home owners costs, borrowing money, credit
card information, car loans and others will be explored to see how students can make informed financial
life decision as they enter the job market.
Technical Math
11-12
Semester, Elective
3 credit hours from ICCC
MAT 743
This is an applied mathematics course which will teach or reinforce basic mathematical skill.
Fundamental mathematical concepts will be applied to the real-life problems of today’s world. Upon
completion of this course, the student should be able to:
1. Read and interpret information in math problems
2. Develop and execute strategies for the solution process
3. Solve problems with appropriate concepts, operations, and technology

MENTORING
Mentoring
11-12
Year, Elective
Prerequisite: Counselor Approval
½ credit per semester- Pass/Fail Grading
Mentoring is an opportunity for high school students to assist in an elementary, middle, or high school
classroom. They attend class on a daily basis and assist in everyday activities that occur in the
classroom. The students assist the teacher, as the teacher deems necessary. The students should have
some goals of what they would like to learn or accomplish throughout the semester and communicate
these goals to the cooperating teacher. The mentoring experience might be especially helpful for
students who are interested in going into education as a career. This will give the high school students a
brief overview of what occurs in a classroom setting. This class will be offered with pass/fail grading.
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MUSIC
Band
9-10-11-12
Year, Elective
High School Band is designed to provide a year-long study of instrumental music. High school students
will continue developing the fundamentals of playing an instrument including: tone quality, intonation,
rhythm, balance and blend within an ensemble, technique, interpretation/musicianship, articulation, and
performance. Students will also be exposed to music theory concepts to grow themselves as musicians.
All band students will participate in marching band, concert band, and pep band, and are expected to be
present at all scheduled performances. Students will have scheduled weekly band lessons (between 1520 minutes) with the Band Director on their main instrument. Students with ANY experience level
(including none) are encouraged to participate in band! Students will have opportunities to participate in
All State, District Honor Band Festivals, Solo/Ensemble Contest, Jazz Band, and Drumline. You must be
enrolled in band to participate in any extra-curricular opportunities. Band is a full year elective course.
Students who sign up for 1st semester need to plan on being in band for the entire year. If a conflict
arises before 2nd semester, students must obtain permission from the Director to not participate during
2nd semester.
College and Career Readiness:
• Communicate and work productively with others, incorporating different perspectives and cross
cultural understanding, to increase innovation and the quality of work.
• Demonstrate leadership skills, integrity, ethical behavior, and social responsibility while
collaborating to achieve common goals.
• Demonstrate initiative and self–direction through high achievement and lifelong learning while
exploring the ways individual talents and skills can be used for productive outcomes in personal
and professional life.
• Demonstrate productivity and accountability by meeting high expectations.
Choir
9-10-11-12
Year, Elective
High School students will work on and develop proper vocal technique, including: breathing, tonal
placement, intonation, rhythmic accuracy, and range. Students will sing and study a variety of choral
literature from several musical periods in history as well as develop an appreciation for different styles of
music. Music will include English as well as foreign text which is suitable for ensemble. Students will
develop performance skills and be expected to participate and perform in all areas of the vocal program.
This would include, but not be limited to: Concerts (as dated and specified at the beginning of the year),
fall musical, large group contests, solo and ensemble contest, commencement and other performances
for special community and school activities. Students will also be required to attend a weekly private
lesson during each quarter. Each lesson will last an average of 15-20 minutes and will be scheduled
during study hall, before school, or after school. Also, available to students participating in high school
choir is jazz choir, All-State auditions, honor choirs and festivals.
Choir is a full year elective course. Students who sign up for the 1st semester need to plan on
being in choir for the entire year. If a conflict arises before 2nd semester, students must obtain
permission from the Director to not participate during 2nd semester.
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High School Music Trip
9-10-11-12
Elective, Spring 2023
Once every four years, the high school music department plans a music trip to a pre-determined
destination. The purpose of this trip is to provide an educational music experience including music
appreciation, public performance, and sight-seeing in the destination of our choosing. Trip destinations
in the past have included Nashville and Chicago. The next music trip is scheduled for Spring 2023; the
location has yet to be determined.
Students are not required to participate in this trip, but are strongly encouraged to consider planning for
this educational experience. In order for students to fully appreciate the musical offerings this trip
provides, students must be enrolled in either band and/or choir for the 2021-2022 and 2022-2023
school years. Students entering 9th grade on the year of the trip should have band and/or choir on
their schedule their 8th grade year.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Physical Education
Grades: 9 - 12
Year
This course helps meet the physical, mental and social needs of students through physical activities.
Students have the opportunity to learn new activities, become more knowledgeable of the rules, and
improve their skill level in these activities. Students will also be given the opportunity to take a
leadership role and to become a contributing member of a group.
The goal of physical education shall consistently and gradually improve the overall condition of each
student. A variety of activities that are challenging, interesting and enjoyable are utilized to accomplish
this. The students are provided the opportunity to develop an understanding of movement, an
awareness of their body and how the parts function in movement. The student also gains knowledge of
the rules and skills necessary to enjoy participation in a variety of activities. With an emphasis in sports
that can be throughout their lifetime, it is anticipated that the students will continue participation in
one or more activities as an adult. The physical education program shall encourage the students to
develop a healthy attitude toward being physically fit.
Physical education is required by state law in Iowa and junior/senior high students are required to
participate unless a medical doctor’s excuse is presented to the instructor. Required dress consists of
shorts or sweat pants, and t-shirt or sweat shirt, along with athletic type tennis shoes.
Lifetime Wellness
Grade 12
Prerequisite: None
Semester
This course is designed to work with each individual in the context of his or her life-physically,
nutritionally, socially, and psychologically. In addition, the course supports the students and their
families for long-term health and awareness beyond the physical education classroom. The instructional
activities include: cardiovascular aerobic movements, such as Zumba, fitness circuits, running/walking;
core strength development through yoga and stretching; nutritional education; environmental
stewardship, social connections and family support; outdoor skill development
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through a variety of outdoor recreational activities. This class will focus on individual fitness goals
which will be achievable in one semester. Goals will be generated by the student and teacher, and
will include cardio endurance, muscular endurance, flexibility, body fat and weight. Nutritional
information will be provided to encourage healthy eating. Students will learn how to coordinate
diet and exercise. Daily records will be recorded and evaluated. Final assessment will be based on
effort, participation, improvement, and a journal project. Physical Education credit will be given.
Required dress consists of shorts or sweat pants, and t-shirt or sweat shirt, along with athletic
type tennis shoes.

SCIENCE
Physical Science
9
Year, Required
Physical Science includes the study of basic chemistry and physics. The first semester will cover.
Physics concepts such as basic science skills, electricity, magnetism, light, and sound. Chemistry
concepts are primarily covered in the second semester: states of matter, atoms and atomic
structure, the periodic table, and chemical reactions This is a freshman course that helps students
develop the basic concepts and laboratory skills necessary for future science courses. Using the
Iowa Core Standards as the basis for content students will engage in class discussions, laboratory
experiments, model building, research papers, and projects.
Biology
10
Year, Required
Prerequisite: Physical Science
The goal of this class is for students to gain a deep and robust understanding of the fundamental
concepts of the life sciences. Students will have the opportunity to explore and research their
interests related to the Iowa Core Standards. The standards covered in this class will be the
molecular biology, the cell, Interactions, energy and dynamics of ecosystems, heredity and
adaptations. The class will be discussing the theory of evolution, ecology, and conservation. The
students will take part in class discussions, laboratory experiments, model building, and have the
opportunity to display their knowledge in a manner which best suits their talents.
Anatomy & Physiology
11-12
Year, Elective
Prerequisite: Passing grade in Biology
The goal of this class is to develop an introductory understanding of the human body. In this
class, we will cover a majority of the body’s organ systems. This course is highly recommended
for the student considering a career in the areas of medicine, sports medicine/athletic training,
nursing, or the allied health fields. The students will take part in class discussions, laboratory
experiments, model building, research papers, and projects. Standards-based grading utilized in
this course. This class is intended for students that plan on majoring in the life sciences at a fouryear, two-year, or technical college. This course is highly recommended for the student
considering a career in the areas of medicine, sports medicine/athletic training, nursing, or the
allied health fields.
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Forensic Science
10-11-12
Fall Semester, Elective
Prerequisite: Passing Grade in Physical Science
Forensic science is the application of basic biological, chemical and physical science
principles. Students will take on the various roles of crime scene investigators, scientists, and
medical examiner in order to collect and evaluate evidence in a problem-solving
environment. Crime-solving techniques will be studied, as well as hands-on laboratory
investigations in such areas as fingerprinting, physical evidence, forensic anthropology, entomology,
and forensic serology. Standards-based grading utilized in this course.
This course is ideal for students who want a rounded science course for credit and recommended for
students who have an interest in pursuing a career in the Criminal Science
Field.
Zoology
11-12
Spring Semester, Elective
Prerequisite: Biology
Zoology is intended for students that are interested in knowing more about the Animal Kingdom.
This class will focus on the major phyla and families starting with the invertebrates and working up
to mammals. The first half of the class will focus on what defines an animal and how we have all the
types of animals present today that we do. While the second half will focus on invertebrates and
vertebrates, while also addressing animal behavior. The students will take part in class discussions,
dissection, research papers, and projects.
This class is recommended for students interested in pursuing a two or four-year degree in animal
sciences, conservation sciences, agricultural sciences, and ecological sciences.
Natural Resources and Ecology
11-12
Spring Spring Semester, Elective
Prerequisite: Biology
N.R.E. is a CASE curriculum course that provides students with an overview of natural resources and
ecology principles. Areas of study in this class include but are not limited to: biomes & ecosystem,
soils, energy, flora, fauna, agriculture, forestry, mining, environmental policies, resource
management, and human environmental impacts. The students will take part in class discussions,
laboratory experiments, model building, research papers, and projects. 4
This class is recommended for students interested in pursuing vocational, two-year, and four-year
degrees in conservation, environmental studies, and agriculture. This course is also recommended
for students looking to pursue immediate careers in the agricultural industry.
Earth Science
10-11-12
Fall Semester, Elective
Prerequisite: Physical Science
This course will cover the makeup of the Earth, such as rocks and minerals, the forces and processes
that shape the surface of the Earth, such as erosion, glaciers, plate tectonics, and
volcanoes. Geologic time will also be discussed. The course would end by briefly introducing
students to oceanography and meteorology. Standards-based grading utilized in this course.
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This course is recommended for students considering pursuing careers in Earth Sciences,
Environmental Sciences, and Meteorological Sciences.
Nature of and Explorations in Science
11-12
Spring Semester, Elective
Recommended: Communications I
This course will focus on philosophy and context related to science and its research practices and
methods. It would cover current issues in science, as well as discuss views of science and address
questions about science, particularly how does science relates to religion, if at all? This class would
also address the progression of science throughout history. Classroom participation will be
stressed. A variety of readings and activities will be provided and performed to enrich classroom
discussions. Standards-based grading may be utilized in this course.
This course is recommended for students who are interested in understanding the practices behind
scientific development and the overall function of science in societal and global functions.
Chemistry
11-12
Year, Elective
Prerequisite: Physical Science
This would be a chemistry course that would focus on the fundamentals of chemistry. It is geared
towards students who will be non-chemistry majors in college. This course will focus on the types of
matter and their categorization, the periodic table and its properties, including atoms and their
behavior, and naming chemical reactions and equations, reaction rates, stoichiometric relationships,
acids and bases, and brief introductions into the world of organic and nuclear chemistry.
This course is recommended for students who are planning on attending a two-year or four-year
school but are not planning on pursuing higher education in the scientific field.
Advanced Chemistry
11-12
Year, Elective
Prerequisite: Algebra I
This course will be a study of matter and its properties. The characteristics of the elements and the
stoichiometric relationship between elements will be emphasized. The atomic structure will be
studied with attention given to electron distribution in atoms and chemical bonding. Higher-level
laboratory activities may be performed to enrich the classroom discussion. This course has
standards-based grading.
This course is intended largely as a college-level chemistry preparation course and is recommended
to students who will be required to take chemistry at a two or four-year college or university.
Astronomy
11-12
Spring Semester, Elective
Prerequisite: Physical Science, Geometry
Astronomy is a science that focuses on celestial bodies and the processes that form them. This
course will cover the properties of stars, stellar evolution and structure, and galaxies and galactic
evolution, as well as orbital models. This course has standards-based grading.
This course is recommended for students who need to complete a science credit and are interested
in learning more about the “things” beyond Earth’s atmosphere.
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Physics
11-12
Prerequisite: Algebra I and Geometry
Physics is the study of physical laws and characteristics with applications from everyday
experiences designed primarily for seniors in high school. It is intended as a course for applying
science to everyday events and to keep abreast of present-day technology. Students will study the
interactions of matter, force, and energy. This course is intended largely as a college prep
course. Math skills of algebra, geometry, and trigonometry will be used in this course. Basic
laboratory activities will be performed to enrich the classroom discussion. This course utilizes
standards-based grading. This course is recommended for anyone pursuing a four-year college or
university degree where physics is a part of the required college courses of that degree pat

SOCIAL STUDIES
Early American History (Beginning to 1865)
9-10-11-12
Year, Elective
This class is an overview course spanning America’s birth through the end of the Civil War. The goal
is to provide students with a background to understand their culture and appreciate their history,
and to provide a basis for evaluating or interpreting American history so they can intellectually
participate in American democracy as informed citizens. Strong focuses include the development of
democracy, the Constitution, and the different interpretations of the Constitution that lie behind the
choices of political philosophies of today. We will also extensively cover the divisiveness of the
institution of Slavery and the Civil War.
College and Career Readiness: The study of history prepares a student for the dynamics of business,
government, or nonprofit careers. Historical scholarship trains the mind to think on many levels, to
deal with partial evidence and with ambiguity. Historical knowledge provides details of past
experience with which to test the feasibility of new solutions. This class also prepares students by
developing critical thinking skills which are necessary for a successful college career and beyond.
American History (Reconstruction-World War 2)
10-11-12
Elective, Will be required when 2019-2020 9th graders are Juniors
Year
This class is a course designed to provide students with a basic understanding of our history and
how things we experience everyday have come to be. We focus on the political, social, and
economic history of our country. Topics covered in this class span from the reconstruction era
through the civil rights movement. Students will come away with a good grasp of their history,
understanding of their personal past, and pride in their country.

College and Career Readiness: The study of history prepares a student for the dynamics of business,
government, or nonprofit careers. Historical scholarship trains the mind to think on many levels, to
deal with partial evidence and with ambiguity. Historical knowledge provides details of past
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experience with which to test the feasibility of new solutions. This class also prepares students by
developing critical thinking skills which are necessary for a successful college career and beyond.
Contemporary Issues
10-11-12
Semester, Elective
In this course students take a closer look at the news stories of the week and complete weekly
projects over those stories. There is also a weekly game that pits students against each other to see
who knows more about what’s going on in the news.
World History
10-11-12
Year, Elective
The World History course is designed to teach students about the civilizations, events, ideas,
conflicts, and people who have shaped human history. Some specific topics include the roots of
democracy, the enlightenment, world religions, industrialism, imperialism, World War I,
totalitarianism, and World War 2.
World Geography
9-Required, Any student 10, 11, 12 may take it.
Year
This course uses inquiry and projects to explore the five themes of geography. We will cover every
continent as it applies to those five themes, fully understanding what geography is, and gaining a
general knowledge of the rest of the world. We explore location, human characteristics, physical
characteristics, human-environment interactions, movement, and regions. We also gain extensive
knowledge of the countries of the world and their location on the globe.
College and Career Readiness: This class teaches about different cultures and understanding the
dynamics of human interaction, which is an essential skill for success in an increasingly diverse
culture. Geography will expose you to a number of issues including conflict, human-environment
interaction, and political decisions that impact the world; these issues will become an ongoing part
of your life academically and professionally. This class also prepares students by developing critical
thinking skills which are necessary for a successful college career and beyond.
Economics
11-12
Semester, Elective
This course is designed to analyze the ways in which people cope with problems of scarcity. The
course focuses on topics such as: business organizations, competition and market condition, the
role of labor and government, the role of financial institutions, gross national product and
comparative economic systems and international trade. Students will define and analyze economic
issues rather than memorize facts.
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Recent American History
10-11-12
Semester, Elective
This class uses higher order mental processing and inquiry to explore topics of interest in our
country’s recent history. Students have the opportunity to explore topics of their own interest while
informing others of their discoveries. There is much to learn from our recent past and
understanding that gives us a firm grasp of the world’s current events.
History of Leadership
11-12
Semester, Elective
The History of Leadership course is designed to help students acquire the tools necessary for
succeeding in leadership positions. This class includes reading, public speaking, service projects,
research, film and book analysis, learning from guest speakers, and reflective writing. Some of the
topics covered include developing an understanding of leadership, learning how to influence others
positively, servant leadership, great leaders of history, developing a personal philosophy of
leadership, and taking constructive feedback, among many others.
College and Career Readiness: This course teaches students how to positively lead groups of people.
This is a skill that is extremely valuable for any student regardless of career or college choice.
Principles learned apply not only to their professional life, but also their family and personal life.
American Government
12
Semester, Required
This semester long course explores our country’s government with special emphasis on how it
functions to serve us. We will focus on what we can do to be good citizens and the role we can take
in the political process. We will explore current politics and how our values and ideals compare. We
will use Iowa’s government as a comparison to the national level and in so doing this, get a good
grasp of our own state government.

ICCC CLASSES AND INTERNET CLASSES
FlexNet Courses
FlexNet courses are taught via the internet using iNET. You can enroll in a FlexNet course at any
time throughout the semester, and you have 15 weeks to complete the course from the time of
enrollment and payment. Students must login to the course within the first two weeks of their start
date. FlexNet courses do not have weekly deadlines, but it is highly recommended for students to
stay on task.
ACC 111 FN01 Intro to Accounting (3)
ADM 105 FN01 Intro to Keyboarding (1)
ADM 180 FN01 Administrative Management (3)
ANT 105 FN01 Cultural Anthropology (3)
ART 101 FN01 Art Appreciation (3)
BCA 122 FN01 Basic Word Processing (1)
BCA 146 FN01 Basic Spreadsheets (1)
BCA 164 FN01 Basic Databases (1)
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BCA 174 FN01 Basic Presentation Software (1)
*BIO 151 FN01 Nutrition (3)
*BPT 162 FN01 Intro to Biotechnology (2)
BUS 102 FN01 Intro to Business (3)
BUS 112 FN01 Business Math (3)
BUS 121 FN01 Bus. Communication (3) New 2010SP
BUS 130 FN01 Intro to Entrepreneurship (3)
*BUS 185 FN01 Business Law I (3)
*BUS 186 FN01 Business Law II (3)
CHM 110 FN01 Intro to Chemistry (3)
CHM 111 FN01 Intro to Chemistry Lab (1)
Additional Lab Fee Required payable to LateNite Labs
*CHM 130 FN01 Intro to Organic & Biochemistry (3)
CRJ 100 FN01 Intro to Criminal Justice (3)
CRJ 110 FN01 Patrol Procedures (3)
CRJ 120 FN01 Intro to Corrections (3)
CRJ 141 FN01 Criminal Investigation (3)
CRJ 200 FN01 Criminology (3)
CRJ 201 FN01 Juvenile Delinquency (3)
*CSC 110 FN01 Intro to Computers (3)
ECN 120 FN01 Principles of Macroeconomics (3)
ECN 130 FN01 Principles of Microeconomics (3)
EDU 213 FN01 Intro to Education (3)
*ENG 101 FN01 Elements of Writing (3)
*ENG 105 FN01 Composition I (3)
*ENG 106 FN01 Composition 11(3)
ENG 111 FN01 Technical Writing (3)
ENV 131 FN01 Environmental Sci: Future Alt. (1)
ENV 133 FN01 Environmental Sci: Population Problems (1)
ENV 135 FN01 Environmental Sci: Pollution Problems (1)
GEO 121 FN01 World Regional Geography (3)
HIS 112 FN01 West Civ: Ancient to Early Modern (4)
HIS 113 FN01 West Civ: Early Modern to Present (4)
HIS 151 FN01 U.S. History to 1877 (3)
HIS 152 FN01 U.S. History Since 1877 (3)
HIS 211 FN01 Modern Asian History (3)
HIT 237 FN01 Medical Coding I (3) New 2010SP
*HIT 239 FN01 Medical Coding II (3) Available 2010FA
HSC 113 FN01 Medical Terminology (2)
HSV 162 FN01 Intro to Human Disabilities & Services (3)
HSV 180 FN01 Ethics for Human Svc. Professionals (1)
*LIT 101 FN01 Intro to Literature (3)
*LIT 114 FN01 American Literature (3)
LIT 155 FN01 Modern World Fiction (3)
*MA T 111 FN01 Math for Liberal Arts (4)
*MA T 156 FN01 Statistics (3)
MGT 101 FN01 Principles of Management (3)
MKT 110 FN01 Principles of Marketing (3)
MMS 265 FN01 Mass Communications Law (3) New2010SP
MUS 104 FN01 Exploring Music (3)
PEC 107 FN01 Sports and Society (2)
PEC 111 FN01 Techniques & Theory of Coaching (2)
PEC 121 FN01 Body Structure & Function (2)
PEH 185 FN01 Contemporary Health Issues (3)
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PHI 145 FN01 Intro to Ethical Conflicts (3)
POL 111 FN01 American National Government (3)
POL 112 FN01 American State & Local Government (3)
PSY 111 FN01 Intro to Psychology (3)
PSY 112 FN01 Psychology of Human Relations (3)
PSY 121 FN01 Developmental Psychology (3)
*PSY 241 FN01 Abnormal Psychology (3)
*PSY 251 FN01 Social Psychology (3)
REL 105 FN01 Intro to Religion (3)
*SDV 116 FN01 Strategies for Online Academic Success (1)
SOC 110 FN01 Intro to Sociology (3)
SOC 115 FN01 Social Problems (3)
SOC 120 FN01 Marriage & Family (3)
SOC 130 FN01 Intro to Gerontology (3)
SOC 140 FN01 Human Behavior in Social Environ. (3)
SOC 150 FN01 Intro to Human Services (3)
SOC 200 FN01 Minority Group Relations (3)
*SPC 101 FN01 Fundamentals of Oral Comm. (3)
The following 4 courses (5 credit hours) can be taken to fulfill the requirements set by the Iowa
Board of Educational Examiners to obtain a Coaching Authorization:
*PEC
*PEC
*PEC
*PEC

110
115
123
127

FN01 Coaching Ethics, Technique & Theory (1)
FN01 Athletic Dev & Human Growth (1)
FN01 Anatomy for Coaching (1)
FN01 Care & Prevention of Athletic Injuries (2)

Auto Technology 1- Iowa Central, Storm Lake
This program is designed to teach the theory necessary for success in the fields related to Engine
Mechanics. Practical experiences are conducted in a laboratory setting. The topics covered include:
small engine, maintenance & repair, auto engine repair, engine performance, automatic
trans/transaxle, brakes, electrical systems, heating and air conditioning. Limit 24. Classes: AUT-108
Introduction to Transportation, AUT-163 Automotive Engine Repair, AUT-503 Automotive Brake
Systems.
Automotive Electrical Systems- Iowa Central, Storm Lake
This introductory course covers basic electronic theory and utilization of electrical measuring
instruments. Emphasis will be on the application of Ohm's Law and the proper utilization of
electronic test equipment, including instrument selection, interpretation of results, and maintenance
of equipment. Classes: AUT-604 Auto Electrical Measurements, AUT-632 Auto Electrical/ Electronic
Systems.
Auto Technology 2- Iowa Central, Storm Lake
This is a level 2 course and is intended for students going into a mechanical career.
AUT-881 Automotive Lab 1.
Certified Nurse Aide
Course Title: 75 hr. Nurse Aide Course T10440
Course Location: MMRC Education Center, Storm Lake, IA
Course Description: To prepare nursing assistants for working in nursing facilities and skilled
nursing facilities. This also meets the prerequisite for nursing. We only accept 10 students per
class.
Requirements: Must be a Jr or Sr, and 16 yrs of age. Must have a SS#. Medical paperwork due the
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1st day of class, Physical/TB (within 1 yr) flu injection. Hepatitis B vaccination is
recommended. Must have good attendance and attend at least 75hrs to pass the class. State
backgrounds are required by law prior to the first day of class. Uniforms (any color/style) and tennis
shoes are required for clinical.
Cosmetology- Faust Institute, Storm Lake
Students will have the opportunity to gain a portion of the necessary hours required to become a
licensed cosmetologist. The program is held at Faust Institute of Cosmetology. 3 periods per day,
mornings for a full year.
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Appendix of Standards
Agri-science
• CRP.02. Apply appropriate academic and technical skills. Career-ready individuals readily
access and use the knowledge and skills acquired through experience and education to be
more productive. They make connections between abstract concepts with real-world
applications, and they make correct insights about when it is appropriate to apply the use of
an academic skill in a workplace situation.
•

CRP.03. Attend to personal health and financial well-being.

•

CRP.04. Communicate clearly, effectively and with reason.

•

CRP.05. Consider the environmental, social and economic impacts of decisions.

•

CRP.08. Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.

•

CS.02. Evaluate the nature and scope of the Agriculture, Food & Natural Resources Career
Cluster and the role of agriculture, food and natural resources (AFNR) in society and the
economy.

•

CS.03. Examine and summarize the importance of health, safety and environmental
management systems in AFNR workplaces.

Animal Science
•

AS.02. Utilize best-practice protocols based upon animal behaviors for animal husbandry and
welfare.

•

AS.03. Design and provide proper animal nutrition to achieve desired outcomes for
performance, development, reproduction and/or economic production.

•

AS.04. Apply principles of animal reproduction to achieve desired outcomes for performance,
development and/or economic production.

•

AS.05. Evaluate environmental factors affecting animal performance and implement
procedures for enhancing performance and animal health.

•

AS.06. Classify, evaluate and select animals based on anatomical and physiological
characteristics.

•

CRP.02. Apply appropriate academic and technical skills. Career-ready individuals readily
access and use the knowledge and skills acquired through experience and education to be
more productive. They make connections between abstract concepts with real-world
applications, and they make correct insights about when it is appropriate to apply the use of
an academic skill in a workplace situation.

•

CRP.03. Attend to personal health and financial well-being.

•

CRP.04. Communicate clearly, effectively and with reason.

•

CRP.05. Consider the environmental, social and economic impacts of decisions.
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Principles of Crop Production
•

CRP.03. Attend to personal health and financial well-being.

•

CRP.04. Communicate clearly, effectively and with reason.

•

CRP.05. Consider the environmental, social and economic impacts of decisions.

•

PS.01. Develop and implement a crop management plan for a given production goal that
accounts for environmental factors.

•

PS.02. Apply principles of classification, plant anatomy, and plant physiology to plant
production and management.

•

PS.03. Propagate, culture and harvest plants and plant products based on current industry
standards.

Veterinary Science
• AS.02. Utilize best-practice protocols based upon animal behaviors for animal husbandry and
welfare.
•

AS.03. Design and provide proper animal nutrition to achieve desired outcomes for
performance, development, reproduction and/or economic production.

•

AS.04. Apply principles of animal reproduction to achieve desired outcomes for performance,
development and/or economic production.

•

AS.06. Classify, evaluate and select animals based on anatomical and physiological
characteristics.

•

AS.07. Apply principles of effective animal health care.

•

CRP.02. Apply appropriate academic and technical skills. Career-ready individuals readily
access and use the knowledge and skills acquired through experience and education to be
more productive. They make connections between abstract concepts with real-world
applications, and they make correct insights about when it is appropriate to apply the use of
an academic skill in a workplace situation.

•

CRP.03. Attend to personal health and financial well-being.

•

CRP.04. Communicate clearly, effectively and with reason.

•

CRP.05. Consider the environmental, social and economic impacts of decisions.

•

CRP.08. Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.

Plant Science
• PS.01. Develop and implement a crop management plan for a given production goal that
accounts for environmental factors.
•

PS.02. Apply principles of classification, plant anatomy, and plant physiology to plant
production and management.

•

CRP.02. Apply appropriate academic and technical skills. Career-ready individuals readily
access and use the knowledge and skills acquired through experience and education to be
more productive. They make connections between abstract concepts with real-world
applications, and they make correct insights about when it is appropriate to apply the use of
an academic skill in a workplace situation.

•

CRP.03. Attend to personal health and financial well-being.
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•

CRP.04. Communicate clearly, effectively and with reason.

•

CRP.05. Consider the environmental, social and economic impacts of decisions.

•

CRP.08. Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.

Intro to Agricultural Business
• ABS.01. Apply management planning principles in AFNR businesses.
•

ABS.02. Use record keeping to accomplish AFNR business objectives, manage budgets and
comply with laws and regulations.

•

ABS.05. Use sales and marketing principles to accomplish AFNR business objectives.

•

CRP.03. Attend to personal health and financial well-being.

•

CRP.04. Communicate clearly, effectively and with reason.

•

CRP.05. Consider the environmental, social and economic impacts of decisions.

Ag Leadership
•

ABS.01. Apply management planning principles in AFNR businesses.

•

CRP.02. Apply appropriate academic and technical skills. Career-ready individuals readily
access and use the knowledge and skills acquired through experience and education to be
more productive. They make connections between abstract concepts with real-world
applications, and they make correct insights about when it is appropriate to apply the use of
an academic skill in a workplace situation.

•

CRP.03. Attend to personal health and financial well-being.

•

CRP.04. Communicate clearly, effectively and with reason.

•

CRP.05. Consider the environmental, social and economic impacts of decisions.

•

CS.05. Describe career opportunities and means to achieve those opportunities in each of the
Agriculture, Food & Natural Resources career pathways.

Survey of the Animal Industry
• AS.01. Analyze historic and current trends impacting the animal systems industry.
•

AS.03. Design and provide proper animal nutrition to achieve desired outcomes for
performance, development, reproduction and/or economic production.

•

AS.04. Apply principles of animal reproduction to achieve desired outcomes for performance,
development and/or economic production.

•

AS.06. Classify, evaluate and select animals based on anatomical and physiological
characteristics.

•

AS.07. Apply principles of effective animal health care.

•

CRP.03. Attend to personal health and financial well-being.

•

CRP.04. Communicate clearly, effectively and with reason.

•

CRP.05. Consider the environmental, social and economic impacts of decisions.

Introduction to Soils/Agronomy
• CRP.03. Attend to personal health and financial well-being.
•

CRP.04. Communicate clearly, effectively and with reason.
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•

CRP.05. Consider the environmental, social and economic impacts of decisions.

•

PS.01. Develop and implement a crop management plan for a given production
goal that accounts for environmental factors.

•

PS.03. Propagate, culture and harvest plants and plant products based on current
industry standards.

Animal and Plant Biotechnology
•

BS.01. NCAE Standard: Assess factors that have influenced the evolution of biotechnology in
agriculture (e.g., historical events, societal trends, ethical and legal implications, etc.).

•

BS.02. NCAE Standard: Demonstrate proficiency by safely applying appropriately laboratory
skills to complete tasks in a biotechnology research and development environment (e.g.,
standard operating procedures, record keeping, aseptic technique, equipment maintenance,
etc.).

•

BS.03. NCAE Standard: Demonstrate the application of biotechnology to solve problems in
Agriculture, Food and Natural Resources (AFNR) systems (e.g., bioengineering, food
processing, waste management, horticulture, forestry, livestock, crops, etc.).

•

CRP.02. Apply appropriate academic and technical skills. Career-ready individuals readily
access and use the knowledge and skills acquired through experience and education to be
more productive. They make connections between abstract concepts with real-world
applications, and they make correct insights about when it is appropriate to apply the use of
an academic skill in a workplace situation.

•

CRP.03. Attend to personal health and financial well-being.

•

CRP.04. Communicate clearly, effectively and with reason.

•

CRP.05. Consider the environmental, social and economic impacts of decisions.

•

CRP.08. Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.

Art I
Standards:
•
•
•
•
•

Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work
Perceive and analyze artistic work.
Interpret intent and meaning in artistic work.
Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make art.
Relate artistic ideas and works with societal, cultural, and historical context to deepen
understanding.

Art II
Standards:
• Organize and develop artistic ideas and work.
• Refine and complete artistic work.
• Perceive and analyze artistic work.
• Interpret intent and meaning in artistic work.
Art III
Standards:
• Refine and complete artistic work.
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•
•
•

Select, analyze, and interpret artistic work for presentation.
Develop and refine artistic techniques and work for presentation.
Convey meaning through the presentation of artistic work.

Art IV
Standards:
• Refine and complete artistic work.
• Select, analyze, and interpret artistic work for presentation.
• Develop and refine artistic techniques and work for presentation.
• Apply criteria to evaluate artistic work.
Basic Food Preparation
• Food Production and Services - Standard 8: Integrate knowledge, skills, and practices required
for careers in food production and services.
• Food Sciences, Dietetics and Nutrition - Standard 9: Integrate knowledge, skills, and practices
required for careers in food science, dietetics, and nutrition.
Advanced Food Preparation
• Food Production and Services - Standard 8: Integrate knowledge, skills, and practices required
for careers in food production and services.
• Food Sciences, Dietetics and Nutrition - Standard 9: Integrate knowledge, skills, and practices
required for careers in food science, dietetics, and nutrition.
U.S. Regional Foods
• Food Production and Services - Standard 8: Integrate knowledge, skills, and practices required
for careers in food production and services.
• Hospitality, Tourism, and Recreation - Standard 10: Integrate knowledge, skills, and practices
required for careers in hospitality, tourism, and recreation.
Parenting
• Family - Standard 6: Evaluate the significance of family and its effects on the well-being of
individuals and society.
• Parenting - Standard 15: Evaluate the impact of parenting roles and responsibilities on
strengthening the well-being of individuals and families.
National Family and Consumer Sciences Standards Addressed:
• Housing and Interior Design - Standard 11: Integrate knowledge, skills, and practices required
for careers in housing and interior design.
Child Development
• Early Childhood, Education, and Services - Standard 4: Integrate knowledge skills, and
practices required for careers in early childhood, education, and services.
• Human Development - Standard 12: Analyze factors that influence human growth and
development
Caring for Early Learners
• Early Childhood, Education, and Services - Standard 4: Integrate knowledge skills, and
practices required for careers in early childhood, education, and services.
• Human Development - Standard 12: Analyze factors that influence human growth and
development.
Housing Design
• Housing and Interior Design - Standard 11: Integrate knowledge, skills, and practices required
for careers in housing and interior design.
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Home Décor
• Housing and Interior Design - Standard 11: Integrate knowledge, skills, and practices required
for careers in housing and interior design.
Independent Living
• Consumer and Family Resources - Standard 2: Demonstrate management of individual and
family resources, such as food, clothing, shelter, health care, recreation.
Creative Sewing
• Consumer and Family Resources - Standard 2: Demonstrate management of individual and
family resources, such as food, clothing, shelter, health care, recreation,
• Textiles and Apparel - Standard 16: Integrate knowledge, skills, and practices required for
careers in textiles and apparel.
Advanced Sewing
• Textiles and Apparel - Standard 16: Integrate knowledge, skills, and practices required for
careers in textiles and apparel.
Spanish I
• IAWL.1.IPL1&2.NM1: Communicate on very familiar topics using a variety of words and
phrases that I have practiced and memorized. Culture
•

IAWL.1.IPL3&4.N1: May use some memorized culturally appropriate gestures, formulaic
expressions, and basic writing conventions.

•

IAWL.1.ITV1.NM1: Recognize some familiar words and phrases when I hear them spoken.

•

IAWL.1.ITV2.NM2: Recognize some letters or characters.

•

IAWL.1.ITV2.NM3: Understand some learned or memorized words and phrases when I read.

•

IAWL.1.ITV3&4.N1: May recognize some culturally appropriate gestures, formulaic
expressions, and basic writing conventions.

•

IAWL.1.PRE1.NM1: Present information about myself and some other very familiar topics
using a variety of words, phrases, and memorized expressions. IAWL.1.PRE2.NM2: Write lists
and memorized phrases on familiar topics. Culture IAWL.1. PRE3 & 4.N1: May use some
memorized culturally appropriate gestures, formulaic expressions, and basic writing
conventions.

Spanish II
• IAWL.2.IPL2.NH1: Communicate and exchange information about familiar topics using
phrases and simple sentences, sometimes supported by memorized language.
IAWL.2.IPL1.NH2: Handle short social interactions in everyday situations by asking and
answering simple questions.
•

IAWL.2.IPL3&4.N1: May use some memorized culturally appropriate gestures, formulaic
expressions, and basic writing conventions.

•

IAWL.2.ITV1&2.NH1: Often understand words, phrases, and simple sentences related to
everyday life.

•

IAWL.2.ITV1.NH2: Recognize pieces of information and sometimes understand the main topic
of what is being said.

•

IAWL.2.ITV2.NH3: Understand familiar words, phrases, and sentences within short and simple
texts related to everyday life.
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•
•

•

IAWL.2.ITV2.NH4: Sometimes understand the main idea of what I have
read. IAWL.2.ITV3&4.N1: May use some memorized culturally appropriate gestures, formulaic
expressions, and basic writing conventions.
IAWL.2.PRE1.NH1: Present basic information on familiar topics using language I have
practiced using phrases and simple sentences. IAWL.2.PRE2.NH2: Write short messages and
notes on familiar topics related to everyday life.
IAWL.2.PRE3&4.N1: May use some memorized culturally appropriate gestures, formulaic
expressions, and basic writing conventions.

Spanish III
• IAWL.3.IPL1.IL1: Participate in conversations on a number of familiar topics using simple
sentences.
•

IAWL.3.IPL2.IL2: Handle short social interactions in everyday situations by asking and
answering simple questions.

•

IAWL.3.IPL3&4.N1: May use some memorized culturally appropriate gestures, formulaic
expressions, and basic writing conventions.

•

IAWL.3.IPL3&4.I1: Uses some culturally appropriate vocabulary, expressions, and gestures.

•

IAWL.3.IPL3&4.I2: Reflects some knowledge of cultural differences related to written and
spoken communication.

•

IAWL.3.ITV1.IL1: Understand the main idea in short, simple messages and presentations on
familiar topics.

•

IAWL.3.ITV1.IL2: Understand the main idea of simple conversations that I overhear.

•

IAWL.3.ITV2.IL3: Understand the main idea of short and simple texts when the topic is
familiar. Culture

•

IAWL.3.ITV3&4.N1: May use some memorized culturally appropriate gestures, formulaic
expressions, and basic writing conventions.

•

IAWL.3.ITV3&4.I1: Uses some culturally appropriate vocabulary, expressions, and gestures.

•

IAWL.3.ITV3&4.I2: Reflects some knowledge of cultural differences related to written and
spoken communication.

•

IAWL.3.PRE1.IL1: Present information on most familiar topics using a series of simple
sentences.

•

IAWL.3.PRE2.IL2: Write briefly about most familiar topics and present information using a
series of simple sentences.

•

IAWL.3.PRE3&4.N1: May use some memorized culturally appropriate gestures, formulaic
expressions, and basic writing conventions.

•

IAWL.3.PRE3&4.I1: Uses some culturally appropriate vocabulary, expressions, and gestures.

•

IAWL.3.PRE3&4.I2: Reflects some knowledge of cultural differences related to written and
spoken communication.

Spanish IV
• IAWL.4.IPL1.IM1: Participate in conversations on familiar topics using sentences and series of
sentences.
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•

IAWL.4.IPL2.IM2: Handle short social interactions in everyday situations by asking and
answering a variety of questions.

•

IAWL.4.IPL2.IM3: Usually say what I want to say about myself and my everyday life.

•

IAWL.4.IPL3&4.I1: Uses some culturally appropriate vocabulary, expressions, and gestures.

•

IAWL.4.IPL3&4.I2: Reflects some knowledge of cultural differences related to written and
spoken communication.

•

IAWL.4.ITV1.IM1: Understand the main idea in messages and presentations on a variety of
topics related to everyday life and personal interests and studies.

•

IAWL.4.ITV1.IM2: Understand the main idea in conversations that I overhear.

•

IAWL.4.ITV2.IM3: Understand the main idea of texts related to everyday life and personal
interests or studies

•

IAWL.4.ITV3&4.I1: Uses some culturally appropriate vocabulary, expressions, and gestures.

•

IAWL.4.ITV3&4.I2: Reflects some knowledge of cultural differences related to written and
spoken communication.

•

IAWL.4.PRE1.IM1: Make presentations on a wide variety of familiar topics using connected
sentences.

•

IAWL.4.PRE2.IM2: Write on a wide variety of familiar topics using connected sentences.

•

IAWL.4.PRE3&4.I1: Uses some culturally appropriate vocabulary, expressions, and gestures.

•

IAWL.4.PRE3&4.I2: Reflects some knowledge of cultural differences related to written and
spoken communication.

English I
• Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly
as well as inferences drawn from the text.
• Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze in detail its development over the
course of the text, including how it emerges and is shaped and refined by specific details;
provide an objective summary of the text.
• Analyze how complex characters (e.g., those with multiple or conflicting motivations) develop
over the course of a text, interact with other characters, and advance the plot or develop the
theme.
• Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly
as well as inferences drawn from the text.
• Determine a central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the text,
including how it emerges and is shaped and refined by specific details; provide an objective
summary of the text.
• Analyze how the author unfolds an analysis or series of ideas or events, including the order in
which the points are made, how they are introduced and developed, and the connections that
are drawn between them.
• Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas, concepts, and
information clearly and accurately through the effective selection, organization, and analysis
of content.
• Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique,
well–chosen details, and well–structured event sequences.
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•

•

Present information, findings, and supporting evidence clearly, concisely, and logically such
that listeners can follow the line of reasoning and the organization, development, substance,
and style are appropriate to purpose, audience, and task.
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when
writing or speaking.

English II
•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly
as well as inferences drawn from the text.
Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze in detail its development over the
course of the text, including how it emerges and is shaped and refined by specific details;
provide an objective summary of the text.
Analyze how complex characters (e.g., those with multiple or conflicting motivations) develop
over the course of a text, interact with other characters, and advance the plot or develop the
theme.
Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly
as well as inferences drawn from the text.
Determine a central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the text,
including how it emerges and is shaped and refined by specific details; provide an objective
summary of the text.
Analyze how the author unfolds an analysis or series of ideas or events, including the order in
which the points are made, how they are introduced and developed, and the connections that
are drawn between them.
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts, using valid
reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence.
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas, concepts, and
information clearly and accurately through the effective selection, organization, and analysis
of content.
Present information, findings, and supporting evidence clearly, concisely, and logically such
that listeners can follow the line of reasoning and the organization, development, substance,
and style are appropriate to purpose, audience, and task.
Make strategic use of digital media (e.g., textual, graphical, audio, visual, and interactive
elements) in presentations to enhance understanding of findings, reasoning, and evidence
and to add interest.

Genre Reading
•

•
•
•
•

Read closely to determine what the text says explicitly and to make logical inferences from it;
cite specific textual evidence when writing or speaking to support conclusions drawn from the
text.
Determine central ideas or themes of a text and analyze their development; summarize the
key supporting details and ideas.
Interpret words and phrases as they are used in a text
Utilize a variety of reading strategies.
Read and comprehend complex literary and informational texts independently and
proficiently.
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Advanced Novels
•

•
•
•

•
•

Read closely to determine what the text says explicitly and to make logical inferences from it;
cite specific textual evidence when writing or speaking to support conclusions drawn from the
text.
Determine central ideas or themes of a text and analyze their development; summarize the
key supporting details and ideas.
Analyze how and why individuals, events, and ideas develop and interact over the course of a
text.
Interpret words and phrases as they are used in a text, including determining technical,
connotative, and figurative meanings, and analyze how specific word choices shape meaning
or tone.
Analyze the structure of texts.
Assess how point of view or purpose shapes the content and style of a text.
Read and comprehend complex literary and informational texts independently and proficiency

Communications I
• Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one–on–one, in
groups, and teacher–led) with diverse partners on grades 9–10 topics, texts, and
issues, building on others' ideas and expressing their own clearly and persuasively.
• Integrate multiple sources of information presented in diverse media or formats (e.g.,
visually, quantitatively, orally) evaluating the credibility and accuracy of each source.
• Present information, findings, and supporting evidence clearly, concisely, and logically such
that listeners can follow the line of reasoning and the organization, development, substance,
and style are appropriate to purpose, audience, and task.
• Make strategic use of digital media (e.g., textual, graphical, audio, visual, and interactive
elements) in presentations to enhance understanding of findings, reasoning, and evidence
and to add interest.
• Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, such as conducting interviews, participating
in public performances, or debating an issue from either side, demonstrating command of
formal English when indicated or appropriate
Communications II
•

•

•

•

•

Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on–one, in
groups, and teacher–led) with diverse partners on grades 11–12 topics, texts, and
issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly and persuasively.
Evaluate a speaker’s point of view (perspective), reasoning, and use of evidence and rhetoric,
assessing the stance, premises, links among ideas, word choice, points of emphasis, and tone
used.
Present information, findings, and supporting evidence, conveying a clear and distinct
perspective, such that listeners can follow the line of reasoning, alternative or opposing
perspectives are addressed, and the organization, development, substance, and style are
appropriate to purpose, audience, and a range of formal and informal tasks.
Make strategic use of digital media (e.g., textual, graphical, audio, visual, and interactive
elements) in presentations to enhance understanding of findings, reasoning, and evidence
and to add interest.
Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, such as conducting interviews, participating
in public performances, or debating an issue from either side, demonstrating a command of
formal English when indicated or appropriate.
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Senior Composition
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts, using valid
reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence.
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas, concepts, and
information clearly and accurately through the effective selection, organization, and analysis
of content.
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique,
well-chosen details, and well-structured event sequences.
Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are
appropriate to task, purpose, and audience
Gather relevant information from multiple authoritative print and digital sources, using
advanced searches effectively
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when
writing or speaking
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation,
and spelling when writing
Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, reading, or listening.
a. Use verbs in the active and passive voice

Career and Technical Writing
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts, using valid
reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence.
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas, concepts, and
information clearly and accurately through the effective selection, organization, and analysis
of content.
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique,
well-chosen details, and well-structured event sequences.
Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are
appropriate to task, purpose, and audience
Gather relevant information from multiple authoritative print and digital sources, using
advanced searches effectively
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when
writing or speaking
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation,
and spelling when writing
Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, reading, or listening.
a. Use verbs in the active and passive voice

Band
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Performing on instruments, alone and with others, a varied repertoire of music.
Improvising melodies, variations, and accompaniments.
Reading and notating music.
Listening to, analyzing, and describing music.
Evaluating music and music performances.
Understanding relationships between music, the other arts, and disciplines outside the arts.
Understanding music in relation to history and culture.

Physical Education
• The physically literate individual demonstrates competency in a variety of motor skills and
movement patterns.
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•
•
•
•

The physically literate individual applies knowledge of concepts, principles, strategies and
tactics related to movement and performance.
The physically literate individual demonstrates the knowledge and skills to achieve and
maintain a health-enhancing level of physical activity and fitness.
The physically literate individual exhibits responsible personal and social behavior that
respects self and others.
The physically literate individual recognizes the value of physical activity for health,
enjoyment, challenge, self-expression and/or social interaction.

Lifetime Wellness
•
•
•
•
•

The physically literate individual demonstrates competency in a variety of motor skills and
movement patterns.
The physically literate individual applies knowledge of concepts, principles, strategies and
tactics related to movement and performance.
The physically literate individual demonstrates the knowledge and skills to achieve and
maintain a health-enhancing level of physical activity and fitness.
The physically literate individual exhibits responsible personal and social behavior that
respects self and others.
The physically literate individual recognizes the value of physical activity for health,
enjoyment, challenge, self-expression and/or social interaction.

Physical Science
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Use the periodic table as a model to predict the relative properties of elements based on the
patterns of electrons in the outermost energy level of atoms
Construct and revise an explanation for the outcome of a simple chemical reaction based on
the outermost electron states of atoms, trends in the periodic table, and knowledge of the
patterns of chemical properties
Plan and conduct an investigation to gather evidence to compare the structure of substances
at the bulk scale to infer the strength of electrical forces between particles.
Apply scientific principles and evidence to provide an explanation about the effects of
changing the temperature or concentration of the reacting particles on the rate at which a
reaction occurs.
Refine the design of a chemical system by specifying a change in conditions that would
produce increased amounts of products at equilibrium.
Use mathematical representations to support the claim that atoms, and therefore mass, are
conserved during a chemical reaction.
Develop models to illustrate the changes in the composition of the nucleus of the atom and
the energy released during the processes of fission, fusion, and radioactive decay
Analyze data to support the claim that Newton’s second law of motion describes the
mathematical relationship among the net force on a macroscopic object, its mass, and its
acceleration
Use mathematical representations to support the claim that the total momentum of a system
of objects is conserved when there is no net force on the system
Apply scientific and engineering ideas to design, evaluate, and refine a device that minimizes
the force on a macroscopic object during a collision
Use mathematical representations of Newton’s Law of Gravitation and Coulomb’s Law to
describe and predict the gravitational and electrostatic forces between objects.
Plan and conduct an investigation to provide evidence that an electric current can produce a
magnetic field and that a changing magnetic field can produce an electric current.
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•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Communicate scientific and technical information about why the molecular-level structure is
important in the functioning of designed materials
Create a computational model to calculate the change in the energy of one component in a
system when the change in energy of the other component(s) and energy flows in and out of
the system are known.
Develop and use models to illustrate that energy at the macroscopic scale can be accounted
for as a combination of energy associated with the motions of particles (objects) and energy
associated with the relative positions of particles
3-3 Design, build, and refine a device that works within given constraints to convert one form
of energy into another form of energy
3-4 Plan and conduct an investigation to provide evidence that the transfer of thermal energy
when two components of different temperature are combined within a closed system results
in a more uniform energy distribution among the components in the system (second law of
thermodynamics).
3-5 Develop and use a model of two objects interacting through electric or magnetic fields to
illustrate the forces between objects and the changes in energy of the objects due to the
interaction.
4-1Use mathematical representations to support a claim regarding relationships among the
frequency, wavelength, and speed of waves traveling in various media
4-2 Evaluate questions about the advantages of using a digital transmission and storage of
information
4-3 Evaluate the claims, evidence, and reasoning behind the idea that electromagnetic
radiation can be described either by a wave model or a particle model, and that for some
situations one model is more useful than the other
4-4 Evaluate the validity and reliability of claims in published materials of the effects that
different frequencies of electromagnetic radiation have when absorbed by matter
4-5 Communicate technical information about how some technological devices use the
principles of wave behavior and wave interactions with matter to transmit and capture
information and energy
Communicate scientific ideas about the way stars, over their life cycle, produce elements
Use mathematical or computational representations to predict the motion of orbiting objects
in the solar system
Evaluate evidence of the past and current movements of continental and oceanic crust and
the theory of plate tectonics to explain the ages of crustal

Biology
•

LS 1-1 Construct an explanation based on evidence for how the structure of DNA determines
the structure of proteins which carry out the essential functions of life through systems of
specialized cells

•

LS1-2 Develop and use a model to illustrate the hierarchical organization of interacting
systems that provide specific functions within multicellular organisms

•

LS1-3 Plan and conduct an investigation to provide evidence that feedback mechanisms
maintain homeostasis

•

LS1-4 Use a model to illustrate the role of cellular division (mitosis) and differentiation in
producing and maintaining complex organisms

•

LS1-5 Use a model to illustrate how photosynthesis transforms light energy into stored
chemical energy
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•

LS1-6 Construct and revise an explanation based on evidence for how carbon, hydrogen, and
oxygen from sugar molecules may combine with other elements to form amino acids and/or
other large carbon-based molecules

•

LS1-7 Use a model to illustrate that cellular respiration is a chemical process whereby the
bonds of food molecules and oxygen molecules are broken and the bonds in new compounds
are formed resulting in a net transfer of energy

•

LS2-1Use mathematical and/or computational representations to support explanations of
factors that affect carrying capacity of ecosystems at different scales

•

LS2-2 Use mathematical representations to support and revise explanations based on
evidence about factors affecting biodiversity and populations in ecosystems of different
scales

•

LS2-3 Construct and revise an explanation based on evidence for the cycling of matter and
flow of energy in aerobic and anaerobic conditions

•

LS2-4 Use mathematical representations to support claims for the cycling of matter and flow
of energy among organisms in an ecosystem

•

LS2-5Develop a model to illustrate the role of photosynthesis and cellular respiration in the
cycling of carbon among the biosphere, atmosphere, hydrosphere, and geosphere.

•

LS2-6 Evaluate the claims, evidence, and reasoning that the complex interactions in
ecosystems maintain relatively consistent numbers and types of organisms in stable
conditions, but changing conditions may result in a new ecosystem.

•

LS2—7 Design, evaluate, and refine a solution for reducing the impacts of human activities on
the environment and biodiversity.

•

LS2-8 Evaluate the evidence for the role of group behavior on individual and species’ chances
to survive and reproduce

•

LS3-1Ask questions to clarify relationships about the role of DNA and chromosomes in coding
the instructions for characteristic traits passed from parents to offspring

•

LS3-2 Make and defend a claim based on evidence that inheritable genetic variations may
result from: (1) new genetic combinations through meiosis, (2) viable errors occurring during
replication, and/or (3) mutations caused by environmental factors

•

LS3-3 Apply concepts of statistics and probability to explain the variation and distribution of
expressed traits in a population

•

LS4-1 Communicate scientific information that common ancestry and biological evolution are
supported by multiple lines of empirical evidence

•

LS4-2 Construct an explanation based on evidence that the process of evolution primarily
results from four factors: (1) the potential for a species to increase in number, (2) the
heritable genetic variation of individuals in a species due to mutation and sexual
reproduction, (3) competition for limited resources, and (4) the proliferation of those
organisms that are better able to survive and reproduce in the environment.

•

LS4-3 Apply concepts of statistics and probability to support explanations that organisms
with an advantageous heritable trait tend to increase in proportion to organisms lacking this
trait

•

LS4-4 Construct an explanation based on evidence for how natural selection leads to
adaptation of populations
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•

LS4-5 Evaluate the evidence supporting claims that changes in environmental conditions may
result in: (1) increases in the number of individuals of some species, (2) the emergence of
new species over time, and (3) the extinction of other

•

LS4-6 Create or revise a simulation to test a solution to mitigate adverse impacts of human
activity on biodiversity

Anatomy and Physiology
•

HS-LS1-2.

Develop and use a model to illustrate the hierarchical organization of
interacting systems that provide specific functions within multicellular
organisms.

•

HS-LS1-3.

Plan and conduct an investigation to provide evidence that feedback
mechanisms maintain homeostasis.

•

HS-LS1-4.

Use a model to illustrate the role of cellular division (mitosis) and
differentiation in producing and maintaining complex organisms.

•

HS-LS1-6.

Construct and revise an explanation based on evidence for how carbon,
hydrogen, and oxygen from sugar molecules may combine with other
elements to form amino acids and/or other large carbon-based molecules.

•

HS-LS1-7.

Use a model to illustrate that cellular respiration is a chemical process
whereby the bonds of food molecules and oxygen molecules are broken and
the bonds in new compounds are formed resulting in a net transfer of energy.

•

HS-LS3-1.

Ask questions to clarify relationships about the role of DNA and chromosomes
in coding the instructions for characteristic traits passed from parents to
offspring.

Forensic Science
•

HS-LS4-1.

•

HS-LS3-1.

Ask questions to clarify relationships about the role of DNA
and chromosome in coding the instructions for characteristic traits passed
from parent offspring.

•

HS-LS3-3.

Apply concepts of statistics and probability to explain the variation
and distribution of expressed traits in a population.

•

HS-PS2-1.

Analyze data to support the claim that Newton’s second law of motion
describes the mathematical relationship among the net force on a
macroscopic object, its mass, and its acceleration.

•

HS-PS2-2.

Use mathematical representations to support the claim that the total
momentum of a system of objects is conserved when there is no net force on
the system.

Communicate scientific information that common ancestry and biological
evolution are supported by multiple lines of empirical evidence.
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•

HS-PS2-3.

Apply scientific and engineering ideas to design, evaluate, and refine a device
that minimizes the force on a macroscopic object during a collision. *

•

HS-PS1-5.

Apply scientific principles and evidence to provide an explanation about the
effects of changing the temperature or concentration of the reacting particles
on the rate at which a reaction occurs.

Zoology
•

HS-LS3-1.

Ask questions to clarify relationships about the role of DNA and
chromosomes in coding the instructions for characteristic traits passed
from parents to offspring.

•

HS-LS3-2.

Make and defend a claim based on evidence that inheritable genetic
variations may result from: (1) new genetic combinations through meiosis,
(2) viable errors occurring during replication, and/or (3) mutations caused
by environmental factors.

•

HS-LS3-3.

Apply concepts of statistics and probability to explain the variation and
distribution of expressed traits in a population.

•

HS-LS4-1.

Communicate scientific information that common ancestry and biological
evolution are supported by multiple lines of empirical evidence.

•

HS-LS4-2.

Construct an explanation based on evidence that the process of evolution
primarily results from four factors: (1) the potential for a species to
increase in number, (2) the heritable genetic variation of individuals in a
species due to mutation and sexual reproduction, (3) competition for
limited resources, and (4) the proliferation of those organisms that are
better able to survive and reproduce in the environment.

•

HS-LS4-3.

Apply concepts of statistics and probability to support explanations that
organisms with an advantageous heritable trait tend to increase in
proportion to organisms lacking this trait.

•

HS-LS4-4.

Construct an explanation based on evidence for how natural selection
leads to adaptation of populations.

•

HS-LS4-5.

Evaluate the evidence supporting claims that changes in environmental
conditions may result in: (1) increases in the number of individuals of
some species, (2) the emergence of new species over time, and (3) the
extinction of other species.

•

HS-LS4-6.

Create or revise a simulation to test a solution to mitigate adverse impacts
of human activity on biodiversity.

Natural Resources and Ecology
•

HS-LS1-2.

Develop and use a model to illustrate the hierarchical organization of
interacting systems that provide specific functions within multicellular
organisms.
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•

HS-LS1-5.

Use a model to illustrate how photosynthesis transforms light energy into
stored chemical energy.

•

HS-LS1-6.

Construct and revise an explanation based on evidence for how carbon,
hydrogen, and oxygen from sugar molecules may combine with other
elements to form amino acids and/or other large carbon-based molecules.

•

HS-LS1-7.

Use a model to illustrate that cellular respiration is a chemical process
whereby the bonds of food molecules and oxygen molecules are broken
and the bonds in new compounds are formed resulting in a net transfer of
energy.

•

HS-LS4-6.

Create or revise a simulation to test a solution to mitigate adverse impacts
of human activity on biodiversity.

•

HS-ESS1-1.

Develop a model based on evidence to illustrate the life span of the sun
and the role of nuclear fusion in the sun’s core to release energy in the
form of radiation.

•

HS-ESS2-1.

Develop a model to illustrate how Earth’s internal and surface processes
operate at different spatial and temporal scales to form continental and
ocean-floor features.

•

HS-ESS2-2.

Analyze geoscience data to make the claim that one change to Earth's
surface can create feedbacks that cause changes to other Earth systems.

•

HS-ESS2-5.

Plan and conduct an investigation of the properties of water and its effects
on Earth materials and surface processes.

•

HS-ESS2-6.

Develop a quantitative model to describe the cycling of carbon among the
hydrosphere, atmosphere, geosphere, and biosphere.

•

HS-ESS2-7.

Construct an argument based on evidence about the simultaneous
coevolution of Earth’s systems and life on Earth.

Earth Science
•

HS-ESS1-1.

Develop a model based on evidence to illustrate the life span of the sun
and the role of nuclear fusion in the sun’s core to release energy in the
form of radiation.

•

HS-ESS1-2.

Construct an explanation of the Big Bang theory based on astronomical
evidence of light spectra, motion of distant galaxies, and composition of
matter in the universe.

•

HS-ESS1-3.

Communicate scientific ideas about the way stars, over their life cycle,
produce elements.

•

HS-ESS1-4.

Use mathematical or computational representations to predict the motion
of orbiting objects in the solar system.
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•

HS-ESS1-5.

Evaluate evidence of the past and current movements of continental and
oceanic crust and the theory of plate tectonics to explain the ages of
crustal rocks.

•

HS-ESS1-6.

Apply scientific reasoning and evidence from ancient Earth materials,
meteorites, and other planetary surfaces to construct an account of Earth’s
formation and early history.

•

HS-ESS2-1.

Develop a model to illustrate how Earth’s internal and surface processes
operate at different spatial and temporal scales to form continental and
ocean-floor features.

•

HS-ESS2-2.

Analyze geoscience data to make the claim that one change to Earth's
surface can create feedbacks that cause changes to other Earth systems.

•

HS-ESS2-3.

Develop a model based on evidence of Earth’s interior to describe the
cycling of matter by thermal convection.

•

HS-ESS2-4.

Use a model to describe how variations in the flow of energy into and out
of Earth’s systems result in changes in climate.

•

HS-ESS2-5.

Plan and conduct an investigation of the properties of water and its effects
on Earth materials and surface processes.

•

HS-ESS2-6.

Develop a quantitative model to describe the cycling of carbon among the
hydrosphere, atmosphere, geosphere, and biosphere.

•

HS-ESS2-7.

Construct an argument based on evidence about the simultaneous
coevolution of Earth’s systems and life on Earth.

Nature of and Explorations in Science
•

HS-PS1-5.

Apply scientific principles and evidence to provide an explanation about
the effects of changing the temperature or concentration of the reacting
particles on the rate at which a reaction occurs.

•

HS-PS2-3.

Apply scientific and engineering ideas to design, evaluate, and refine a
device that minimizes the force on a macroscopic object during a collision*

•

HS-PS3-3.

Design, build, and refine a device that works within given constraints to
convert one form of energy into another form of energy.

•

HS-PS4-4.

Evaluate the validity and reliability of claims in published materials of the
effects that different frequencies of electromagnetic radiation have when
absorbed by matter.

•

HS-PS4-5.

Communicate technical information about how some technological devices
use the principles of wave behavior and wave interactions with matter to
transmit and capture information and energy.

•

HS-ESS2-2.

Analyze geoscience data to make the claim that one change to Earth's
surface can create feedbacks that cause changes to other Earth systems.
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•

HS-ESS2-4.

Use a model to describe how variations in the flow of energy into and out
of Earth’s systems result in changes in climate.

•

HS-ESS2-5.

Plan and conduct an investigation of the properties of water and its effects
on Earth’s materials and surface processes.

•

HS-ESS2-6.

Develop a quantitative model to describe the cycling of carbon among the
hydrosphere, atmosphere, geosphere, and biosphere.

•

HS-ESS2-7.

Construct an argument based on evidence about the simultaneous
coevolution of Earth’s systems and life on Earth.[

Chemistry
•

HS-PS1-1.

Use the periodic table as a model to predict the relative properties of
elements based on the patterns of electrons in the outermost energy level
of atoms.

•

HS-PS1-2.

Construct and revise an explanation for the outcome of a simple chemical
reaction based on the outermost electron states of atoms, trends in the
periodic table, and knowledge of the patterns of chemical properties.

•

HS-PS1-3.

Plan and conduct an investigation to gather evidence to compare the
structure of substances at the bulk scale to infer the strength of electrical
forces between particles.

•

HS-PS1-4.

Develop a model to illustrate that the release or absorption of energy from a
chemical reaction system depends upon the changes in total bond energy.

•

HS-PS1-5.

Apply scientific principles and evidence to provide an explanation about the
effects of changing the temperature or concentration of the reacting
particles on the rate at which a reaction occurs.

•

HS-PS1-6.

Refine the design of a chemical system by specifying a change in conditions
that would produce increased amounts of products at equilibrium.

•

HS-PS1-7.

Use mathematical representations to support the claim that atoms, and
therefore mass, are conserved during a chemical reaction.

•

HS-PS1-8.

Develop models to illustrate the changes in the composition of the nucleus
of the atom and the energy released during the processes of fission, fusion,
and radioactive decay.

Advanced Chemistry
•

HS-PS1-1.

Use the periodic table as a model to predict the relative properties of
elements based on the patterns of electrons in the outermost energy level
of atoms.

•

HS-PS1-2.

Construct and revise an explanation for the outcome of a simple chemical
reaction based on the outermost electron states of atoms, trends in the
periodic table, and knowledge of the patterns of chemical properties.

•

HS-PS1-3.

Plan and conduct an investigation to gather evidence to compare the
structure of substances at the bulk scale to infer the strength of electrical
forces between particles.
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•

HS-PS1-4.

Develop a model to illustrate that the release or absorption of energy from
a chemical reaction system depends upon the changes in total bond
energy.

•

HS-PS1-5.

Apply scientific principles and evidence to provide an explanation about
the effects of changing the temperature or concentration of the reacting
particles on the rate at which a reaction occurs.

•

HS-PS1-6.

Refine the design of a chemical system by specifying a change in
conditions that would produce increased amounts of products at
equilibrium.

•

HS-PS1-7.

Use mathematical representations to support the claim that atoms, and
therefore mass, are conserved during a chemical reaction.

•

HS-PS1-8.

Develop models to illustrate the changes in the composition of the nucleus
of the atom and the energy released during the processes of fission,
fusion, and radioactive decay.

Astronomy
•

HS-ESS1-1.

Develop a model based on evidence to illustrate the life span of the sun
and the role of nuclear fusion in the sun’s core to release energy in the
form of radiation.

•

HS-ESS1-2.

Construct an explanation of the Big Bang theory based on astronomical
evidence of light spectra, motion of distant galaxies, and composition of
matter in the universe.

•

HS-ESS1-3.

Communicate scientific ideas about the way stars, over their life cycle,
produce elements.

•

HS-ESS1-4.

Use mathematical or computational representations to predict the motion
of orbiting objects in the solar system.

•

HS-ESS1-5.

Evaluate evidence of the past and current movements of continental and
oceanic crust and the theory of plate tectonics to explain the ages of
crustal rocks.

•

HS-ESS1-6.

Apply scientific reasoning and evidence from ancient Earth materials,
meteorites, and other planetary surfaces to construct an account of Earth’s
formation and early history.

•

HS-ESS3-1.

Construct an explanation based on evidence for how the availability of
natural resources, occurrence of natural hazards, and changes in climate
have influenced human activity.

•

HS-ESS3-2.

Evaluate competing design solutions for developing, managing, and
utilizing energy and mineral resources based on cost-benefit ratios. *

•

HS-ESS3-3.

Create a computational simulation to illustrate the relationships among
management of natural resources, the sustainability of human
populations, and biodiversity.

•

HS-ESS3-4.

Evaluate or refine a technological solution that reduces impacts of human
activities on natural systems.
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•

HS-ESS3-5.

Analyze geoscience data and the results from global climate models to
make an evidence-based forecast of the current rate of global or regional
climate change and associated future impacts to Earth systems.

•

HS-ESS3-6.

Use a computational representation to illustrate the relationships among
Earth systems and how those relationships are being modified due to
human activity.

Physics
•

HS-PS2-1.

Analyze data to support the claim that Newton’s second law of motion
describes the mathematical relationship among the net force on a
macroscopic object, its mass, and its acceleration.

•

HS-PS2-2.

Use mathematical representations to support the claim that the total
momentum of a system of objects is conserved when there is no net force
on the system.

•

HS-PS2-3.

Apply scientific and engineering ideas to design, evaluate, and refine a
device that minimizes the force on a macroscopic object during a collision*

Develop and use models to illustrate that energy at the macroscopic scale
can be accounted for as a combination of energy associated with the
motions of particles (objects) and energy associated with the relative
positions of particles (objects).

•

HS-PS3-2.

•

HS-PS3-3.

Design, build, and refine a device that works within given constraints to
convert one form of energy into another form of energy.

•

HS-PS4-2.

Evaluate questions about the advantages of using a digital transmission
and storage of information.

•

HS-PS4-3.

Evaluate the claims, evidence, and reasoning behind the idea that
electromagnetic radiation can be described either by a wave model or a
particle model, and that for some situations one model is more useful than
the other.

•

HS-PS4-4.

Evaluate the validity and reliability of claims in published materials of the
effects that different frequencies of electromagnetic radiation have when
absorbed by matter.

•

HS-PS4-5.

Communicate technical information about how some technological devices
use the principles of wave behavior and wave interactions with matter to
transmit and capture information and energy.

Early American History
•

SS-US.9-12.14 Evaluate the impact of gender roles on economic, political, and social life in the
U.S.
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•

SS-US.9-12.17 Explain the patterns of and responses to immigration on the development of
American culture and law.

•

SS-US.9-12.18 Analyze the effects of urbanization, segregation, and voluntary and forced
migration within regions of the U.S. on social, political, and economic structures.

•

SS-US.9-12.22 Evaluate the impact of inventions and technological innovations on the
American society and culture.

•

SS-US.9-12.27 Evaluate Iowans or groups of Iowans who have influenced U.S. History.

•

SS-US.9-12.26 Determine multiple and complex causes and effects of historical events in
American history including, but not limited to, the Civil War, World War I and II, the Korean
War and the Vietnam War

•

SS-US.9-12.25 Analyze how regional, racial, ethnic and gender perspectives influenced
American history and culture.

•

SS-US.9-12.23 Analyze the relationship between historical sources and the secondary
interpretations made from them.

•

SS-US.9-12.24 Critique primary and secondary sources of information with attention to the
source of the document, its context, accuracy, and usefulness such as the Reconstruction
amendments, Emancipation Proclamation, Treaty of Fort Laramie, Chinese Exclusion Act,
Roosevelt’s Corollary to the Monroe Doctrine, Wilson’s Fourteen Points, New Deal Program
Acts, Roosevelt’s Declaration of War, Executive Order 9066, Truman Doctrine, Eisenhower’s
Farewell Speech, Gulf of Tonkin Resolution, Test Ban Treaty of 1963, Brown vs. Board of
Education decision, Letter from a Birmingham Jail, and the Voting Act of 1965.

American History
• SS-US.9-12.13 Analyze how diverse ideologies impacted political and social institutions during
eras such as Reconstruction, the Progressive Era, and Civil Rights movement.
•

SS-US.9-12.14 Evaluate the impact of gender roles on economic, political, and social life in the
U.S.

•

SS-US.9-12.15 Assess the impact of individuals and reform movements on changes to civil
rights and liberties. (21st century skills)

•

SS-US.9-12.16 Examine labor and governmental efforts to reform and/or maintain a
capitalistic economic system in the Great Depression.

•

SS-US.9-12.17 Explain the patterns of and responses to immigration on the development of
American culture and law.

•

SS-US.9-12.18 Analyze the effects of urbanization, segregation, and voluntary and forced
migration within regions of the U.S. on social, political, and economic structures.

•

SS-US.9-12.19 Examine how imperialism changed the role of the United States on the world
stage prior to World War I.

•

SS-US.9-12.20 Analyze the growth of and challenges to U.S. involvement in the world in the
post-World War II era.

•

SS-US.9-12.21 Analyze change, continuity and context across eras and places of study from
civil war to modern America.

•

SS-US.9-12.22 Evaluate the impact of inventions and technological innovations on the
American society and culture.
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•

SS-US.9-12.23 Analyze the relationship between historical sources and the secondary
interpretations made from them.

•

SS-US.9-12.24 Critique primary and secondary sources of information with attention to the
source of the document, its context, accuracy, and usefulness such as the Reconstruction
amendments, Emancipation Proclamation, Treaty of Fort Laramie, Chinese Exclusion Act,
Roosevelt’s Corollary to the Monroe Doctrine, Wilson’s Fourteen Points, New Deal Program
Acts, Roosevelt’s Declaration of War, Executive Order 9066, Truman Doctrine, Eisenhower’s
Farewell Speech, Gulf of Tonkin Resolution, Test Ban Treaty of 1963, Brown vs. Board of
Education decision, Letter from a Birmingham Jail, and the Voting Act of 1965.

•

SS-US.9-12.25 Analyze how regional, racial, ethnic and gender perspectives influenced
American history and culture.

•

SS-US.9-12.27 Evaluate Iowans or groups of Iowans who have influenced U.S. History.

•

SS-US.9-12.26 Determine multiple and complex causes and effects of historical events in
American history including, but not limited to, the Civil War, World War I and II, the Korean
War and the Vietnam War

World History
• SS-WH.9-12.21 Investigate cultural advancements within societies with attention to belief
systems, ideologies, the arts, science and technology.
•

SS-WH.9-12.25 Determine multiple and complex causes and effects of historical events within
world history.

World Geography
•

SS-US.9-12.27 Evaluate Iowans or groups of Iowans who have influenced U.S. History.

•

SS-Geo.9-12.24 Identify and evaluate Iowans or groups of Iowans who have influenced Iowa’s
environmental or cultural geography.

•

SS-Geo.9-12.16 Analyze relationships and interactions within and between human and
physical systems to explain reciprocal influences.

•

SS-Geo.9-12.19 Analyze the reciprocal relationship between historical events and the spatial
diffusion of ideas, technologies, cultural practices and the distribution of human population.

•

SS-Geo.9-12.21 Analyze how changes in the environmental and cultural characteristics of a
place or region influence spatial patterns of trade and land use.

•

SS-Geo.9-12.22 Evaluate how economic globalization and the expanding use of scarce
resources contribute to conflict and cooperation within and among countries.

•

SS-Geo.9-12.23 Analyze the consequences of human-made and natural catastrophes on global
trade, politics, and human migration.

•

SS-Geo.9-12.20 Assess the impact of economic activities and political decisions on urban,
suburban, and rural regions.

•

SS-Geo.9-12.17 Analyze how environmental and cultural characteristics of various places and
regions influence political and economic decisions.

•

SS-Geo.9-12.18 Evaluate the impact of human settlement activities on the environmental and
cultural characteristics of specific places and regions.

•

SS-Geo.9-12.13 Employ maps to display and explain the spatial patterns of human and
environmental characteristics.
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•

SS-Geo.9-12.14 Integrate multiple geographic representations to explain relationships
between the locations of places and regions and their political, cultural, and economic
dynamics.

•

SS-Geo.9-12.15 Use geographic data to analyze variations in the spatial patterns of human
and/or environmental characteristics at multiple scales.

History of Leadership
•

SS-Psy.9-12.14 Examine how an individual’s involvement in a collective group can influence
their individual thoughts and behaviors

•

SS-Psy.9-12.15 Analyze the influence different individual members of a group can have on the
collective thought and behavior of the group as a whole
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